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ABSTRACT 

A theoretical probability distribution function for neutron triplet correla

tion that is amenable to experimental determination of the reactivity of a neutron 

multiplying system has been obtained. 

A two-dimensional data collection method designed for the experiment was 

implemented with the aid of an interface counting board installed in a microcom

puter system. An efficient non-linear least-squares code was developed to fit ex

perimental data to the theoretical distribution function to obtain reactivity. The 

system developed for data collection and analysis is fully portable, requiring only 

a microcomputer to implement. 

Reactivities obtained from measurements carried out on the University of 

Arizona Subcritical Assembly and the TRIG A Reactor were compared to results 

determined by other methods. The range of prompt reactivities measured is -34.2 

dollars to -6.1 dollars. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Neutron Behavior 

The behavior of neutrons in a nuclear reactor system is probabilistic in na

ture. A neutron existing in the reactor may leak out of the system without taking 

part in any reaction. However, if it remains within the system, it may be absorbed 

in a non-reproductive reaction or may be absorbed in a chance reaction that leads 

to the generation of a random number of neutrons (usually between zero and five) 

(Hicks et al, 1955; Diven et al, 1956). The latter reaction is known as fission. Essen

tially, a neutron gets absorbed by a fissile nucleus which gets split into two (usually 

unequal) parts while at the same time producing other neutrons. The different 

options are depicted in Fig. 1.1 below. 

Processes described in Fig. 1.1 are usually refered to as Branching Stochastic 

Processes (Karlin, 1968; Hoel, 1972). This terminology is appropriate because of 

the many options or paths (branching) available to a neutron once it comes into 

existence and the random nature (stochastic) of the time spent between birth and 

death and the number of offsprings contributed to the system by an individual 

neutron. 
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Figure 1.1 Neutron cycle in a neutron multiplication system 
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The release of neutrons from fission reactions leads to the multiplication of 

neutrons in the system being considered. Once a neutron is born, its behavior 

thereafter is independent of its past history. This property is known as the Markov 

property. In addition, its behavior is independent of every other neutron in the 

system whether they were born before or after the neutron in question. From the 

above considerations, it follows that Branching Stochastic Processes are subject to 

analysis by the laws of probability. It is for this reason that we employ the methods 

of probability theory in the study of dynamic behavior of neutrons in a nuclear 

reactor system. 

At this point, it is important to state that the so called one-speed approxi

mation in which a neutron is considered to have the same energy from the time of 

its birth until its death (escape from system or absorption somewhere in the sys

tem) is being considered. This is slightly different from what really takes place in 

the reactor, because neutrons are born at very high energies and subsequently slow 

down to lower energies through collisions with other atoms or neutrons present in 

the system. However it has been reported (Feynman et al, 1956; Pal, 1963) that 

the one-speed approximation will introduce an error of 1 % hence the complexity 

introduced by the inclusion of delayed netrons in the theory can be avoided. 

1.2 Reactivity Measurements 

Determination of the reactivity of systems containing fissile materials is of 

utmost importance in many nuclear engineering environments. It is particularly so 

in sub critical systems such as in nuclear fuel reprocessing, spent fuel storage and 
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transfer. Usually, large computer codes are used to simulate the system of interest 

in order to determine their reactivities. However, simple physical measurement of 

reactivities such as is done here could be used to check on results obtained from 

complex computer codes. There are many experimental methods for measuring re

activity of subcritical systems, but there are limitations (Luckow; 1958; Albrecht, 

1961; Pacilio,1969j Rooney, 1986) which make them difficult to employ, particularly 

in sub critical systems. The method described in this study falls under the general 

category of time correlation analysis of neutron pulses observed from neutron de

tector output. It has the advantages that it introduces very little perturbation into 

the system of interest and requires only conventional equipment for data collection. 

1.3 Definitions and Units 

The following definitions (Lewins,1960j Hetrick,1971) are important in the 

study of branching stochastic processes.The emphasis here is to give probability 

explanations to reactor parameters of interest that will be used throughout the 

remainder of this material. 

v = neutron velocity (cm/s) 

II = number of prompt neutrons released per fission 

ii = average number of prompt neutrons released per fission. 

Ej = macroscopic cross section for neutron fission (em-I) 

Ea = macroscopic cross section for neutron absorption 



Ed = macroscopic cross section for neutron detection 

E")' = macroscopic cross section for neutron radiative capture 

D = diffusion coefficient (cm) 

B2 = reactor buckling (cm-2) 

lp = prompt neutron lifetime (sec) 

_ (average time from the emission of a prompt neutron in fission) 
- to the absorption of the neutron somewhere in the reactor. 

1 
-~----~~~----~--------~--~~~------~~-destruction (absorption + capture) probability per unit time 

1 

k = effective multiplication factor 

production probability per unit time 
-

destruction probability per unit time 
_ vilE, 
- v(Ea + DB2) 

f3 = fraction of total number of neutrons released in fission that are delayed. 

precursor production probability per unit time - fission production probability per unit time 
_ vf3I1E[ 
- vilE, 

_ (average number of fission neutrons produced) 
'7 - per absorption of a thermal neutron in fuel. 

(
E )fUel 

= II ::.L 
Ea 
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P = reactivity 

= fractional excess multiplication 

_ (production - destruction) probability per unit time 
- destruction probability per unit time 
_ v(IIE, - Eo - DB2) 
- vilE, 

k-1 
=-,;-

Pp = Prompt reactivity 

= reactivity due to prompt neutrons only 

_p-f3 
-1-f3 
~p-f3 

kp = prompt multiplication constant 

(

contribution to the effectiVe) 
= multiplication factor from 

prompt neutrons alone 

= k(l- f3) 

Ps = reactivity in dollars 

= reactivity measured in multiples of f3 
P 

=f3 

(

mean generation time between birth) 
A = of a neutron and subsequent 

absorption inducing fission (sec) 
1 

------------------------------production probability per unit time 
lp 

=-;; 
1 

= VilE, 
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Q = Rossi - alpha( sec-I) 

= decay constant for prompt neutrons in a reactor. 

(3-p 
=-y-

T = reactor period (sec) 

1 
=-

E = detector efficiency 

= number of detections per fission 

count rate in detector ------------------fission rate in reactor 

= probability for detection per fission. 

f _ ( probability that v prompt neutrons ) 
PII - will be emitted from fission caused by one neutron. 

x = Diven constant 

(
relative width of the probability distribution ) 

= of the number of prompt neutrons released per fission 

ii2 
- ii 

S = neutron source strength (neutrons/sec) 

C = detector count rate (counts/sec) 

ES 
- ii({3-p) 

Tf = mean neutron lifetime for fission 

1 
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w = detector efficiency (counts/sec) 

F = total fission rate 

C 

s 
- ii{f3-p) 

1.4 ReView of previous work 

19 

The long list of previous work in stochastic processes will make a' complete 

review impossible in a study of this nature. The reader who is interested in different 

aspects of stochastic processes is refered to the excellent work of Harris (1963). A 

comprehensive review of work done in power reactor noise can be found in Saito 

(1974). Thie (1963), Pacilio (1969,1976), Uhrig (1970), Williams (1974), Pacilio et 

al, (1976), and Colombino et al (1978,1979) gave detailed accounts of studies done 

in neutron branching processes. 

Since this dissertation concerns the time correlation analysis of neutron 

pulses of a zero-power multiplying system, more light will be shed on some of the 

more relevant developments to date. Equations describing the general continuous 

time branching stochastic processes were proposed by Kolmogoroff and Dmitriev 

(1947) using the method of probability generating functions. In the same year, 

Courant and Wallace used an identical method to study the statistical fluctuations 

of the number of neutrons in a subcritical multiplying system. One of the most 

important parameters in Neutron noise analysis is the quantity v(v - 1)/ii2 which 
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is a measure of the relative width of neutron multiplication distribution. This pa

rameter is now known as the Diven constant, named after the leading investigator 

(Diven et al, 1955) who determined it for various isotopes. The same parameter 

was determined for more isotopes by Hicks et al (1955) and Terrell (1957). 

The so called Rossi-alpha technique was proposed through a heuristic argu

ment by de Hoffmann (1949). The method is intended to measure prompt neutron 

decay constant which can lead to the determination of the reactivity of the system 

of interest. The first experimental determination of reactivity by the Rossi-alpha 

method was by Orndoff (1957). In this experiment, the periods for fast critical 

reator assemblies where determined. A sample of the numerous experimental and 

theoretical studies of the Rossi-alpha method in the literature are Brunson (1957), 

Borgwaldt (1965), Kistner (1965), Otzuka (1965), Ukai et al (1965), Babala (1966), 

Ijima (1968), and Izumi (1969). 

The Variance-to-mean-ratio method, a similar technique to Rossi-alpha was 

also hinted at by Orndoff (1957) and later emphasized by Feynman, de Hoffmann 

and Serber (1956). Experimental work done by this group and others (Luckow, 

1958; Albrecht, 1961,1962; Bennett, 1960) confirmed previous theoretical findings. 

A formula for the probability of no counts in a time interval (zero probabil

ity) was first derived by Pal (1962) and later by Zolotukhin and Mogilner(1963). 

Babala(1966), proposed the count-to-count interval probability distribution, a gen

eralization containing the zero probability method, for the time difference between 

neutron pulses recorded by a detector placed in a muiltiplying system. This method 

results in improvement over previous methods in that data collection time was 
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drastically reduced (Babala and Ogrin, 1967). The count-to-count method was 

later employed to determine experimentally the reactivity of Bubcritical systems by 

Austin, Zolotar and Cady (1967), Haldy and Chikouche (1975), Rawlins and Si

monson (1978), and Rooney (1986). Based on these experimental work, Omojola 

(1990) proposed another version of count-to-count interval distribution. 

The above methods were derived by taking into consideration the "family" 

relationship between two successive neutron detections. Methods taking into con

sideration the relationship between three successive neutron detections are known 

as the third moment or third order analysis. This method takes advantage of the 

additional information provided by the relationship of neutron triplets occuring in a 

neutron multiplying system. Theoretical derivations of this technique were carried 

out by Dragt (1966), Furuhashi et al, (1968, 1969) and Watson (1976). The only 

experimental work on third moment analysis found to date was the one by 'l'urkan 

and Dragt (1966). Obviously there is a need for more experimental work to verify 

the validity of theoretical work on third order analysis. 

1.5 Objectives of Present Work 

The primary aim of this research is to determine reactivity of a subcritical 

system from the probability distribution of neutron triplets as observed by a neu

tron detector. Although the probability of detection of a neutron triplet from the 

same family tree is very low, nontheless the few detections of such relationships in 

neutron multiplications should give a more accurate determination of the charac

teristics of the nuclear system of interest. Previous investigation (Furuhashi, 1968) 
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has shown that the influence of the relationship between neutron triplets cannot be 

neglected in the evaluation of dynamic parameters even in subcritical systems. In 

addition to developing a new method of data collection that is required for accu

rate analysis of a third order branching process, the author has also rederived the 

Kolmogorov backward equation for multi-branching stochastic processes in a way 

that is more illuminating than that previously found in existing literature. Finally, 

a new code has been developed to fit experimental data to a three-dimensional 

theoretical distributions. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

THEORY 

2.1 The Neutron Triplet Correlation 

When fission takes place in a multiplying system usually more than one 

neutron comes into existence. On the average aboout 2.43 neutrons is associated 

with each fission in a U235-fueled system (Lamarsh, 1966; Glasstone and Sesonke, 

1981). Among other things, a neutron is free to cause another fission or be captured 

in a neutron detection. Consequently, we can follow the history of the neutrons 

using a neutron detector to monitor the neutron multiplying system of intrest. In 

our case, we are interested in the relationship of three successive neutrons detected. 

This information should be able to give us the characteristics of the multiplying 

system from which the neutrons evolved. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 below, the 

three successive neutrons captured in the detector may be coming from different 

family trees in which case they have no relationship or correlation (see case 1). The 

situation in which two or more of the triplets are related are depicted in cases 2 and 

3 respectively. 
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Random neutrons 

~~------o 

Case 2: 
Correlated twins + singlet 

A ~*---------~O 

case 3: 
CorreIa1ed 
Triplets 

24 

L -------0 

-0 

____________ ~n~ ______ ~rl~ ____ ~n~----_.~t 

Figure 2.1 Representative cases of fission chains in neutron triplet correlation 
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It is very important to note the different variations in the last two cases since each of 

the variations contributes to our counting statistics and hence should be accounted 

for in the mathematical theory. Fig. 2.2 is the reduced version of Fig. 2.1 for 

considerations of neutron twins. 

2.2 KolmQ~roy equations 

The following derivation is given so as to get a clearer and more intuitive 

meaning of the Kolmogorov equations. The reader is refered to Babala(1966), Kol

mogorov & Dmitriev(1947), Gilkhman & Skorokhod(1965), and Karlin(1968) for 

alternative derivations. 

Consider a population of particles consisting of m different types capable of 

transforming into each other. Let the integer components QI, Q2,"', Qm(Qi > 0) 

of the vector ii correspond to the number of particles of type i. 

Define PI; (ii, tl, t2) as the probability that a process started by a single type

k particle at time tl will produce a set of particles (at time t2 > t 1) denoted by the 

vector ii. 

Assmptions: 

(i) The branching process is Markovian in nature. That is the probability PI; is 

independent of the past history of the initiating particle. In other words PI; is 

independent of the events taking place at t < tl' Only the presence of the particle 

at time tl is assumed. 
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Figure 2.2 Representative cases of fission chains in neutron twin correlation 
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(ii) The existing particles do not interact with each other. This leads to the state

ment that PI; is independent of the history (past or future) of all other particles 

different from the initiating particle. 

By assumption (i), Pic: satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations: 

PI; (a, tI, t3) = L PI; (ii, tI, t2) P (ii-+ a, t2, t3) , tl < t2 < t3 
/1 

= L L'" L PI; (ii, tl, t2) P (ii-+ a, t2, t3) . (2.1) 
/11=0/12=0 /1m=O 

By assumption (ii), 

m 

P (ii-+ a, t2, t3) = I> .. L IIp(,8i -+ a(i), t2, t3). (2.2) 
0(1) oem) i=1 

where 

(,8 -t(.) t t) ( probability that all the ,8i ) 
P i -+ ct 2 , 2, 3 = particles present at t2 give rise to a(i) , 

= [o(i, l),Q(i, 2),· .. , ct(i, m)], 

II

m 
p(,8. -tC) t t) _ (product of the above defined probabilities) 

. ' -+ ct , , 2, 3 - (coming from independence of the ,81~S) 
,=1 

(

probability that ,81 gives rise to a(l) ) 
= and fJ2 gives rise to a(2) and ... , 

,8m gives rise to a(m) in the interval(t2, t3) 

and 

EO(I) EO(2) .•• Eo(m) implies summation to give the total a i.e. a{l) + a(2) + 

... + a(m) = a 
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Now 

PI 
P(/3i --. a(i),t2,t3 ) = L ... L IT pi(a(i,j),t2,t3 ), (2.3) 

o(i,l) O(i,Pi) j=l 

since there are /3i particles acting independently of each other, where 

p( ... (. .) t t) _ (probability that an individual type-i particle) 
a 'l,) , 2, 3 - gives rise to a(i,j) particles. 

and 

EO(i,l) ••• EO(i,Pi) = summation to give the vector a(i) 

that is a(i, 1) + ... + ii(i,/3i) = ii. 

Substituting (2.3) in (2.2), 

m Pi 

p(ji--. ii, t2, t3) = L L'" L L··· L IT IT Pi(a(i,j), t2, t3) 
0(1,1) 0(1,2) o(I,Pt} 0(2,1) O(m,Pm) i=1 j=1 

m Pi 

L IT IT Pi(a(i,j), t2, t3). (2.4) 
o(i,j)=o i=1 j=1 

Introducing the probability generating function(pgf) (Koltz and Johnson, 1982), 

m 

Fk(x, tll t2) = LPk(ii, t l , t2) IT Xi Oi 

o i=l 

= LPk(ii, tit t2)Xl 01X202 ••• Xm om. (2.5) 
o 

= L L··· LPk(a, tIt t2)Xl 01 X2a2 ... xmam, 
01 02 Om 

substituting (2.4) into (2.1), 

m Pi 

Pk(a, tll t3) = LPk(P, tIt t2) L IT IT pi(a(i,j), t2, t3), 
iJ o(i,j)=& i=1 j=1 



multiplying both sides by ZIOl •• 'ZmOm and summing over ii, 

LPk(a, tl, t3)ZI 01 Z2
0

2 ••• Zm Om 

& 

m p, 

= LLPk(P,t},t2) L II IIpi(a(i,j),t2,t3)Zl 01 .. ·Zm
Om

• 

& p o(i,;)=o i=l ;=1 

This gives 
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Fk(x, t1, t3) = LPk(P, tJ, t2) IT IT [L L Pi(a(i,i), t2, t3)Zl 01 Z2
0

2 ••• Zm om] 

J i=l ;=1 & o(i,j)=& 

Therefore, 

Define 

= ~P.(P,tl>t2) fin [~P;( .. ,t2,t3)",a'''2a, ••. .,mam
] 

m P; 
= LPk(P, tJ, t2) II II [Fi(X, t2, t3)] 

J i=l;=l 

m "... II p. = L...JPk«(J,t1,t2) [Fi(x,t2,t3)]' 
J i=l 

= LPk(P, tJ, t2)[F1(x, t2, t3)]P1 [F2(x, t2, t3)]P2 ... [Fm(x, t2, t3)]Pm 
J 

= Fk [F1(x, t2, t3), F2(x, t2, t3),··· Fm(x, t2, t3), tJ, t2] 

= Fi [F(x, t2, t3), th t2] . 

(X t t) - E i _ { 1 if ai = 0 for i #- k and ai = 1; 
Pi ,1, 3 - 0 - 0, otherwise. 

= 600,600". 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The above equation implies that a particle can only be transformed to itself when 

there is no increment in time. 



The initial conditions are 

FJ:(Z,tl,tl) = LPJ:(a,t17tJ)ZlOlZ202 ···ZmOm 

& 

_ ~r r 01 ... Om - L..J VOoiVlo,Zl ••• '"'m 

& 

=} F(Z, t, t) = Z. 

Assume that for dt -+ 0, 

The conditions on qJ:(a,t)dt are 

qk(a, t) > 0 otherwise. 

Since E& PI.: ( at, t + dt) = 1, it follows that 

& 

Introducing the generating function for qk(a, t) as 

fJ:(z,t) = Lqk(a,t)Zl Olz202 .. . zmOm
, 

& 

we have from (2.lOc), 
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(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.9) 

(2.lOa,b) 

(2.10c) 

(2.11) 



h{f, t) = Eo qA:{a, t) = 0 

Substitute (2.9) into (2.5) (with tl = t and t2 = t + dt)to obtain 

FA: {x, t, t + dt) = LPA:{a, t, t + dt)Xl alX2 a2 ... Xm am 
o 

= L [EaA: +qA:{a,t)dt] Xl al X2 a2 .. ·xmam 

& 
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= LEaA:Xla1X2a2 ···xmam + LqA:{ci,t)dtxlal .. ·xmam 

a & 

= XA: + hex, t)dt. 

It follows from the above equation that 

... ... 
F(x, t, t + dt) = x + I{x, t)dt. 

Rewrite (2.7) as 

Using(2.12b) to rewrite the right hand side(RHS), 

F(x, tl, t2) = F [x + lex, t)(t2 - t), tl, t] 

= F [x + dx, tl, t] 

where dx = lex, t)(t2 - t). 

Using Taylor's expansion (to first order) on RHS, 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 
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Therefore 

Taking the limit as t -+ t2 , 

(2.14) 

This is the forward K olmogorofJ equation. 

Now rewrite(2.7) as 

Using (2.12b) on the RHS, 

leading to 

Taking the limit as t -+ t l , 

(2.15) 

Equation (2.15) is the backward KolmogorofJ equation because it looks backward in 

time. The functions F satisies both the forward and backward equations (Matthes, 

1966). 

From (2.12a), 
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From (2.11) and (2.1Oc), 

/J:(f,t1) = Lqk(a,tJ) = 0 
& 

Therefore 

It follows then that 

2.3 Probability generating function for several counting time intervals 

Let the probability that a process started by one particle of type k at time 

t will yield a set of particles characterized by a at time t + dt be given by 

where 

E k _ { 1, if Q i = 0 for i ¥- k, Q k = 1 ; 
o - 0, otherwise, 

and where qk(a, t) are the infinitesimal probabilities. 

The probability generating function (pgf) for the qk's are given by 

/J:(x, t) = L qk(a, t)Xl 01 ... Xm Om 
o 

while the pgf for the Pk I 8 are given as 

Fk(x, t}, t 2 ) = I:(a,tltt2)XIOlx202 .. ·xm
Om 

o 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18). 
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The Kolmogorov backward equation is given by 

(2.19) 

with boundary conditions: 

(2.20) 

Now In is obtained (Marseguerra, 1975) as 

and for many intervals with different detector efficiencies, the above equation be-

comes 

In(xn, x, t, tm) = vEl [Y(xn) - 1 + ~(1 - xn) + fh(Xh - 1)] 

1 -
= Aii [Y(xn) - 1 + ~ (1 - xn) + fh(Xh - 1)] (2.21) 

. A --L SInce = vE,v. 

Using equation (2.19), 

(2.22) 

A schematic diagram of the time intervals is shown in Fig. 2.3 below. 



where 

l . 
3 

Figure 2.3 Diagram of time intervals 
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time 

Note that the number of neutrons in the system is denoted by x n while the 

detections observed in the deteGtor are denoted by x. Since we are interested in the 

detections only, the corresponding pgf is given by 

With the above notation, the Kolmogorov backward equation (2.22) becomes 

(2.23) 

with boundary conditions 
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The pgf for the number of neutrons born in fission is given by 

y( x) = L P"x" . (2.24) 

" 
Taylor's expansion about x = 1 to third order gives 

11(11 - 1) 2 11(11 - 1)(11 - 2) 
y(x) = 1 + v(x -1) + 2! (x -1) + 3! (x _1)3 (2.25) 

leading to 

y(F) = 1 + v(F - 1) + 1I(1I2~ 1) (F - 1)2 + 11(11 - i!(I1- 2) (F - 1)3 (2.26). 

Substituting (2.26) in (2.23) gives 

......;6(:...1_-_F....;.) = _1 [(E. _ v)(l- F) + !2(1- F)2 _ _ 113(1_ F)3 fh (Xh -1)] 
6t Av k 2 6 

p ( 112 2 113 )3 fh ( ) = A 1- F) + 2Av(l- F) - 6Av(1 - F Av(xh -1). 2.27 

where 112 = 11(11 - 1), 

and 113 = 11(11- 1)(11- 2) 

2.4 Probability distribution for neutron triplets 

By letting g = 1 - F, we obtain the so called Bell equation (Bell, 1965, 1967) 

which was latter modified by Saito (1967) to include the detection tenns (the last 

tenn in our equation). By letting Xh = {x,y,z} for the detection of 3 successive 

neutron pulses, as shown in Figure 2.4, noting that the detector efficiency in counts 
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per second is the same as the quantity ~ and noting also that the Rossi-alpha is 

given by a = (J-;,e , we have the following equation: 

6g v(v - 1) v(v -1)(11 - 2) 
6t = ag+ 2A g2_ 6A g2+(X-l)WA(t)+(y-l)WB(t)+(z-1)wc(t) 

where 

Wj(t) = {w, for tfl:1.h i = 1,2,3 
0, othel'Wlse. 

This equation was solved (Furuhashi and Izumi, 1967; Furuhashi, 1968, 1969) by 

employing the method of factorial cumulant expansion (Kendall et al, 1987) to 

obtain the following probability distribution of the time interval Tl between pulses 

1 and 2 and T2 between pulses 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 2.4 below 

n n n 
~~~1 -+I~~2 ~~63 

~ 't
1 ~r 't2 ~I 

Figure 2.4 Neutron Triplet Pulse Sequence 



where 

By recalling that 

we obtain 

where 

F= S 
v{(J - p) 

1 
keff =-l -p 

T/ = iiA 

a - {(J - p) 
- A ' 

peT ~) - K{ S2A2 S AV2 E 
1, 2 - [{(J-p){1-p)]2+ 2ii{(J-p)2 1 
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+ {I - p)V22 E + {I - p)V3 E } (2.29) 
2ii2«(J _ p)2 2 3ii«(J _ p) 3 

This is the working equation used for the experimental determination of reactivity 

in this dissertation. 
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2.5 Count-to=count interval probability distribution 

The reliability of any experimental technique depends on how well the results 

compare with previous well-known results from other methods. For this reason, we 

have chosen to compare our results with the count-to-count interval distribution 

method. A brief outline of this method is therefOl'e in order. 

The count-to-count interval probability distribution Pee{ r) as derived by 

Babala (I966) is given by 

where 

P .. (r) = CPo C;" r [1+ !~e-a'rl 

c = ~C'Y2 -1) 
2 

Po = exp{ -(1 [C'Y -I)ar + 21n (~~) l} \ 
51 = (I' + 1) + {I' _I)e-o"YT 

T1 = {I' + 1)2 - C'Y _I)2e-o"YT 

a = ({J - p) 
A 

5A 
(1=-

iiX 

- /1 +2fX 
l' - p2 

v(v -1) 
X = -2 

V 

(2.30) 

For an alternative, more straightforward derivation, the reader is refered to the 

work of Marseguerra{I975). 
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CHAPTER 3. 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 

3.1 Nuclear reactor 

The following is a brief description of the University of Arizona nuclear re

actor (Nelson, 1980; Armenta, 1988). The reactor is a 100 kW (steady state), pool 

type Mark I TRIGA research reactor. In the pulse mode up to $2.5 of positive re

activity may be added. As shown in Figure 3.1, the core is a right circular cylinder 

near the bottom of a large cylindrical tank containing the pool water. The fuel is 

reflected at the top and bottom by about 3 inches of graphite and the girth of the 

core by about 1 foot of the same material. The fuel is a solid homogeneous mixture 

of uranium-zirconium alloy with stainless steel cladding. It is made up of 8.5 % 

wt. of uranium enriched to 20% U235 • The hydrogen-to-zirconium ratio of the fuel 

rods is about 1. 7 and the water volume fraction of the core is about 33%. Figure 

3.2 shows the location of the Lazy Suzan in which the detector was placed for data 

collection. 
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Figure 3.2 Location of the Lazy Suzan in the reactor of Fig. 3.1 
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3.2 Subcritical assembly 

The system used for our measurements is the large sub critical assembly at 

the University of Arizona. Figure 3.3 below is schematic diagram of the system. It 

is contained in a stainless steel cylindrical tank which measures about 154 cm in 

diameter and 130 cm in height. The core is hexagonal in shape, 78 cm in diameter 

and 107 cm in height, and contains 271 fuel element positions with a 2:1 water-to

fuel ratio. Each fuel element has 5 individual aluminium-clad cylindrical natural 

uraniwn metal rods of about 21 cm in height and 3 cm in diameter. 



Top View 

Core Assembly 

271 Fuel Elements 

Natural Uranium 

Water 
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I '\1
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Figure 3.3 The University of Arizona large subcritical assembly 
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BF3 Detector 

Manufacturer : Reutar Stokes 

Model: RSN - 7A 

Specifications: 

diameter : 2 cm 

length : 20 cm 

internal pressure : 49 cm-Hg 

3.3 Other apparatus 

maximum rated voltage : 3000 volts 

dead time: 2.6 micro seconds (approx.). 

High voltage supply 

Manufacturer : Canberra 

Model number: 3105 

Operational ratings 

voltage setting( approx.) : 2400 volts. 

sensitivity : not specified 

neutron flux range : not specified 

voltage range : 0 - 5000 volts. 
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Amplifier 

Manufacturer : Canberra 

Model No.: 814 

Operational ratin,s 

coarse gain : 32 

fine gain : 6 

discriminator setting (approx.) : 0.73 

voltage peak (approx.) : 5 volts 

Pual Counter Timer 

Manufacturer : Canberra 

Model No. : 2071 

Operational setting 

Preset time : 10 sec. 
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3.4 General experimental procedure 

The main focus of this project is the development of a method to obtain 

experimentally the probability distribution and compare it to the theoretical dis

tribution. Since this kind of experiment has not been performed before, there were 

. no references to suggest what might work best. Therefore we have based our design 

on the foundation of what works best in similar experiments. 

Statistical experiments require a large amount of data in order to have a reli

able estimate of parameters of interest and to reduce the corresponding uncertainty 

(Hammersley and and Handscomb, 1964). The data of interest is the frequency 

distribution of the time intervals between neutron triplets, that is, how many times 

a particular combination of Tl, T2 occurs in the total number of sampling of time 

intervals that is recorded by the detector. To obtain this frequency distribution, we 

adopt the suggestion of Furuhashi(1969) to treat the time intervals between neutron 

pulses received in the detector as follows. The first pulse received acts as a trigger. 

Thereafter the time intervals between the triggering pulse and successive pulses are 

recorded taking into consideration the relationship of neutron triplets. As can be 

seen in the pulse analysis diagram (Figure 3.4), every count eventually serves once 

as a trigger. However, in the actual data collection, some modifications were made 

so as to make data collection faster and to accomodate microcomputer memory 

constraints as explained in the next section. 
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Figure 3.4 Pulse analysis diagram for neutron triplet correlation 
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3.5 Limitations and Constraints 

As explained in the theoretical section of this dissertation, the neutron triplet 

probability distribution consists or. a mixture of correlated neutrons and uncorre

lated (random) ones. However, past experiments on subcriticalassemblies (Babala, 

1965; Austin et al, 1967; Haldy and Chikouche, 1975; Rawlins and Simonson, 1978; 

Rooney, 1986) have revealed that collected probability profiles consist of the cor

related and random components. In fact, this is what distiguishes the probability 

distribution of a neutron population in a multiplying assembly from that of a neu

tron source emitting unrelated neutrons at random. The later follows a Poisson 

distribution, while the former contains an additional distribution from the "family" 

relationship of neutrons. The two types of probability distributions are shown in 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 below. 

Since the measurement and analysis of this experiment were to be done on a 

microcomputer, we were limited by the memory allocation for any particular pro

gramming language available. Hence we have used a factor to enable us to group the 

time intervals into suitable ranges. This grouping into ranges is in agreement with 

the theory of continuous probability distributions since the probability of obtaining 

a particular (T}, T2) set is zero (Hoe! et al, 1971; Feller, 1950). 
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Figure 3.5 Probability profile for detection of neutrons from a neutron multiplying 

system 
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Figure 3.6 Probability profiles-for detection of neutrons from a random source 
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3.6 Experimental setup 

The BF3 detector used in this experiment is placed in a waterproof plastic 

container to prevent malfunction due to interaction with the water contained in the 

reactor or subcritical assembly. The detector is in turn inserted into an aluminium 

tube located at the center of the subcritical assembly and the Lazy Suzan of the 

TRlGA reactor respectively. Coaxial cable from the detector is connected to the 

Pre-Amp. With the aid of the oscilloscope the discriminator was set as to cut 

out signals from the gamma ra.ys due to ionization (Knoll, 1979), particularly in 

the reactor measurements. We also used a terminator to prevent against pulse 

reflections in the signals since these can cause problems for the performance of the 

interface board and also lead to erroneous count rates. The rest of the setup is 

self explanatory as shown in Figure 3.7 below. The counts, after amplification and 

shaping, were fed into the computer interface board. 

3.7 Computer hardware and software 

Data collection in the microcomputer is implemented by an interface board 

installed in the computer. A Pascal computer program was written to facilitate the 

use of the computer interface board. The flow diagrams of the interface board and 

computer program are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 respectively, while the logic 

diagram of the board and relevant parts of the program appear in the appendix. 
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3.8 Collection of data 

To start data collection we check to see that we have a proper signal (pulse 

shape) in the reactor room, and that the same signals are maintained all the way 

to the counting room. Counting is then initiated with the computer program after 

we have supplied the filenames for both the two-dimensional array and vector and 

the desired grouping factors for the time intervals. Since data has to be processed 

as is being collected, the computer has to perform at its maximum speed. This was 

attained by using a Math co-processor and also by using the virtual memory of the 

computer during data collection. The two time intervals are stored in an 80 by 80 

array with Tl and T2 in the rows and columns respectively. With a grouping factor 

of 20, we can accomodate up to 20 x 80 or 1600 I-'sec time intervals in both the 

rows and columns of the two-dimensional array. All the time intervals bigger than 

1600 I-'sec are stored in the last row and column of the matrix for checking on the 

efficiency of the counting board. A grouping factor of 3 for the vector will enable 

us to store time intervals of up to 3x2000 or 6000l-'sec. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

There are three parts to the analysis of probability experiments. The first is 

to develop a suitable probability distribution function such as P( 7"1,7"2) of equation 

(2.29) whose arguments match the characteristics of the neutron multiplying sys

tem of interest. Secondly, we have to perform the real experiment from where we 

collect data which will supply both the independent and dependent variables of the 

distribution that was obtained from theory. Thirdly, the theoretical and experimen

tal distributions are numerically matched together through least-squares methods. 

This results in the determination of parameters of interest that characterize the 

system from which data is being collected. 

4.1 Initial Analysis 

As explained in the theoretical part of this dissertation, a probability dis

tribution function for time intervals between neutrons is a combination of different 

probability profiles because of the nature of the relationship between the neutrons 

detected. The two distinct parts of our probability distribution are that due to the 

correlated and uncorrelated neutrons. Each of the two profiles contain parameters 

about the system from which data is being taken. 
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In order to avoid wasting time taking improper data, we have made provision 

for inspecting the initial data obtained to see if there is a discrepancy between the 

data being collected and the probability profile of interest. We have incorporated 

in the computer board program a routine that can give a semi-log plot of number 

of counts recorded in each channel as a function of time. This plot can be viewed 

on the computer monitor for the short time interval corresponding to the correlated 

neutrons and the longer time interval corresponding to random neutrons. Fig. 4.1 

shows the dependence of the probability profile on the count rate for the parameters 

of the large sub critical assembly. This check is an excellent means to detennine if 

the count rate is too high. A high count rate will cause the neutron chains to 

overlap. This results in a probability profile as in the case of random neutron 

source for a count rate of 450 sec-I. Once we are satisfied with this initial plot, the 

data recorded is added to the subsequent data to be collected, otherwise we have 

to discard the data and readjust the neutron source to obtain a desirable count 

rate. The ability to view instantly a plot of data being collected on the computer 

monitor is very useful for determining the adequacy of data collected. Insufficient 

data results in poor numerical fits and very large variances or standard deviations 

in the parameter extimates (Hammersley and Handscomb, 1964). The more data 

collected, the closer the obtained distribution is to the ideal probability profile. 

Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show profile plots for data collected on the subcritical assembly 

for 24 hours and 48 hours respectively. More data also leads to a reduced standard 

deviation from a least squares fit. 
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Figure 4.1 Effect of count rate on probability distribution 
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Figure 4.2 Plot of data collected on the subcritical assembly for 24 hours 
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4.2 Data collection efficiency. 

It is very important to be able to determine the performance of the computer 

interface board. To this end, we keep track of all the pulses recorded by the board. A 

simple computer program (see Appendix B.4) was written to compare the count rate 

of the board with the count rate measured on the counter. A sample of the output 

for a particular test is shown in table 4.1. An efficiency above 90% is considered 

to be good since the board cannot record a pulse coming in within about 4J.lsec of 

the previous one. This time is dependent on the speed of the microcomputer in 

use. The faster the operating speed of the computer, the smaller the time required 

between the pulses for them to be recorded by the computer board. 

Table 4.1 Counting board efficiency program output 

Filename test6.a 

Counting time (min.) 

Scaler countrate (cps) 

Total counts expected 

Total collected Counts 

Computer board countrate (cps) 

Computer board efficiency 

= 4320 

= 126.6 

= 3.281472E+07 

= 3. 193755E+07 

= 123.2159 

= .9732692 
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4.3 Data Reduction 

As was pointed out above, data for the neutron triplet probability distribu

tion was stored in a two-dimensional array with the first time interval recorded in 

the rows and the second in the columns. In addition, we also store the single time 

interval data, which corresponds to the probability distribution of time intervals 

between neutron twins, in a vector which is 2000 entries long. 

To allow for the dead time of the detector which is about 2.61'sec (Rooney, 

1986) we decided not to use the first row and column entries of the arrays since 

these include the deadtime of the detector. For the same reason, we decided not to 

use the first 2 entries of the vector since these correspond to time intervals of 1 to 

2 and 2 to 31'sec respectively. 

Since the data in the array represent grouped data, analysis was done at 

the midpoint of the corresponding time-interval ranges. For example if the first 

time interval is 20 to 40l'sec and the second time interval is 60 to 80l'sec then the 

midpoints are 30 and 70l'sec respectively. 

4.4 Least Squares Fit 

The nuclear reactor parameters of interest that are contained in our proba

bility distribution function can be obtained by use of least squares method. There 

are many least squares estimation methods (Bevington, 1969; Draper, 1966; Bendat 

and Piersol, 1986; Press et al, 1986). Each of the methods is suitable for certain 
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situations. Examination of our probability distribution function shows that the pa

rameters of interest p and S are nonlinear, hence we must use t~e methods of non

linear least squares to estimate them. We have chosen the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm for its resilience in finding the required parameters for a complex function 

such as the probability distribution here. For discussions of this method the reader 

is refered to Bevington (1969), Press et al, (1986) Lawson and Hanson (1974). The 

block diagram of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.4, while 

the description of the algorithm appears in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Results obtained from least squares fit of data collected from the subcritical 

assembly and the TRIGA Reactor are presented in this chapter. 

5.1 Subcritical Assembly 

The sub critical assembly used for this measurement was described in section 

3.2. Data was collected intermitently so as to allow for the cooling system of the 

Triga to be operated in between. IT the cooling system is triggered during the data 

collection process, it introduces electrical interference which ditorts the collected 

data. A plot of the vector data is shown in Fig. 5.1 below, while the sum of the 

rows of the two-dimensional array is plotted in Fig. 5.2. Table 5.1 shows the results 

for the prompt reactivities obtained from both the count-to-count time interval 

analysis and that from the triplet correlation method. The computed reactivities 

obtained from the count- to-count time interval method appears under the twin 

column in Table 5.1 while that from the trplet correlation method appears under 

the triplet column. 
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time interval(microsec.) 

Figure 5.1 Plot of count-to-count time interval data for subcrtical assembly 
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Figure 5.2 Plot of the sum of rows of the two-dimensional array data for subcrtical 

assembly 
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Table 5.1 Results from count-to-count technique and third order analysis for sub

c....t;ical assembly 

count rate counting detector 
REACTIVITY (S) (l/see) time (hr) efficiency GROUPING FACTOR 

(counts/fISsion) 
vector twin triplet array 

72.6 43.0 0.0007 1 20 + * -29.3 - 3.0 
>I'. 

-33.4"t 8.5'" 

99,2 35.0 0.001 1 20 -32.0"t 2.5 -34.2"t 4.6 

131.8 25.3 0.001 1 20 -28.9"t 1.4 -31.6"t 23.7 

135.1 50.3 0.001 1 20 -29.9"t0.9 -31.8"t 1.8 

* percent standard deviation 

-29.47 +/- 0.25 (Rooney, 1986) 

5.2 TRIGA Reactor at full shutdown 

A description of the TRIGA Reactor used in the experiment appears In 

section 3.1. Fig. 5.3 shows a plot of the vector data, while Fig. 5.4 is a plot of 

the swn of rows of the two-dimensional array of the triplet correlation data. Table 

5.2 compares the results of the count-to-count interval distribution to that of the 

triplet correlation as done previously for the subcritical assembly. 
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Figure 5.4 Plot of the sum of rows of the two-dimensional array data for TRIGA 

reactor 
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Table 5.2 Results from count-to-count technique and third order analysis for 

TRlGA reactor 

count rate counting detector 
REACTIVITY ($) (l/sec) time (hr) efficiency GROUPING FACTOR 

(counts/flssion) 
vector twin triplet array 

27.0 34.0 0.00005 3 70 + * -6.2 _ 6.4 + * -7.8 _ 5.3 

27.0 48.0 0.00005 3 70 -6.4 't 3.8 -7.7't 4.4 

31.6 67.5 0.00003 3 70 -6.1't7.9 -7.9'!:7.3 

* percent standard deviation 
-6.78 +/- 0.03 (positive period method) 
-6.05 +/- 0.11 (Rooney, 1986) 

5.3 Other configuration of the TRIGA 

Five fuel rods were removed from the University of Arizona TRlG~ reactor 

core. The positions of the removed rods correspond to the crosses shown on the 

TRIGA reactor core map (Fig. 5.5). Results of the reactivity measurements carried 

out on this setup are displayed in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 Results from count-to--count technique and third order analysis for 

TRlGA reactor with five fuel rods removed 

count rate counting detector 
GROUPING FACTOR REAcrIVITV ($) 

(l/see) time (hr) efficiency 
(counts/fission) 

vector array twin triplet 

* ~! 

40.9 9.0 0.00006 3 70 -8.12't 14.8 -9.87't 14.7 

*percent standard deviation 

-8.56 +/- 0.04 (positive period method) 

5.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The main objectives of this dissertation are to obtain a theoretical probability 

distribution that could be used for experimental determination of reactivities of 

subcritical systems, to develop a method for obtaining data for neutron triplets 

detected in the same systems, and to obtain the reactivities of the systems by 

fitting the experimental data obtained to the appropriate theoretical probability 

distribution function. The success of these objectives necessitates the development 

of a non-linear least-squares code to fit the data to the theoretical distribution. 
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Using conventional equipment, and methods, data for the triplet correlation 

were accumulated in a two-dimensional array in a microcomputer memory. This 

was made possible by an interface board installed in the computer. 

The methods developed for data collection and storage have made it possible 

to contain both the data collection and analysis on a microcomputer for the first 

time (Nelson, 1985). The improvement in the design of the interface board over that 

used previously (Rooney, 1986) has brought about a more efficient data gathering 

procedure. Another achievement of this work is the fact that the triplet correlation 

method has been extended to measure reactivities in the far subcritical region. 

Comparison of results obtained from our method with that due to the count

to-count time interval analysis reveals for data collected over the same period of 

time, the triplet correlation results are comparable to that due to the count-to

count time interval analysis of the neutron multiplying system (Fbruhashi, 1968). 

The main concern of the method developed is due to the limitation intro

duced by a microcomputer. Even though there is a resident 30 megabyte hard disk 

memory in the computer, it was impossible to utilize that when taking data. A 

hard disk is a mechanical memory device which requires about 65msec access time. 

On the other hand, the virtual memory has no moving parts, resulting in an access 

time of about 100nanosec. As a result, we were limited to only an 80 by 80 array 

size which resulted in a grouping factor of 20l'sec for data collected on the subcrit

ical assembly and 70 for the TRIG A reactor data. This grouping is thought to be 

too wide, leading to a coarse lumping of the time intervals. The grouping factor on 

the TRlGA is much higher than that of the subcritical assembly because neutron 
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chains in the TRlGA are sustained longer as a result of the higher reactivity. Con

sequently, the part of the probability profile due to the random neutrons appears 

later for the TRIGA. The difference in the two probability profiles is evident in the 

plots shown in Fig. 5.6. 

Also of concern to the author is the amount of time required to gather eno;Jgh 

data that is statistically significant to give a good data fit for the third order anal

ysis. We do feel that a smaller grouping factor should lead to a more accurate 

experimental probability profile and a significant reduction in data collection time. 

From the author's reseach on least-squares methods, the 

Levenberg-Mardquart algorithm seems to be the best method available. How

ever from the author's discussions with computer programmers (Hull, 1990; Basile, 

1990), it became clear that it is possible to get a substantial improvement in the 

computing time required for the least squares fitting routine by writing the program 

in another computer language such as PASCAL. 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of probability profiles for subcritical assembly and TRIGA 

reactor 
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APPENDIX A 

THE LEVENBERG-MARQUARDT ALGORITHM 

A measure of the goodness of fit is the X2 defined as 

(A.I) 

where O'i (i = 1,2,···N) are the Wlcertainty in data points Yi, aj (j = 1,2· .. M) 

are the parameters to be fitted, and y(xi,aj) are the values of the fWlction at the 

appropriate values of the independent variables Xi. 

Least-squares fitting entails searching the parameter space to find the values 

of the parameters that minimizes the weighted sum of squares denoted by equation 

(A.l). 

The gradient-search or steepest descent technique is one of the many methods 

used to search the parameter space for the desired least squares. This is accom

plished by incrementing the parameters aj along the gradient of X2. That is, we 

compute ::~ for each of the parameters. 
J 

The Taylor's Series method is an alternative to steepest-descent method. 

Here X2 is expanded as a fWlction of the parameters aj. That is 

N (a 2 ) 2 2 Xo 
X = Xo + L -a . Daj • 

j=l aJ 

(A.2) 
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where X~ is the value of X2 at some starting point where the fitting function is 

YO(Xbaj) and 6aj are the increments in aj. Equation (A.2) is an analytical func

tion which describes the X2 hypersurface. The optimum values of the parameter 

increments 6aj are those for which the derivatives with respect to the parameters 

are zero. By setting :!: to zero, we obtain a set of M equations called the normal 

equations. In matrix form, the equations are 

(3 = 6aU. (A.a) 

where (3 and 6a are vectors and V is a matrix with 

and 

The solution to (A.a) is obtained through matrix inversion as 

6a = (3{U} -1. (A.4) 

The Levenberg-Marquardt method takes advantage of the best features of both the 

gradient-search and Taylor's series methods by modifying the main diagonal entries 

of matrix V of equation (A.a) as follows 

u
'
, = {Ujk(l + A), if j = kj 

Jk Ujk, j ~ . (A.S) 

H A is very large the diagonal entries of the matrix V dominate and the 

resulting matrix equation becomes 
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yielding 

oa' _ .J!.L _ (_~) 8X
2 

J - .\u·· - 2'\u . . 8a' J1 JJ J 

which resembles the gradient-search method except for scaling by Ujj and reduction 

by a factor of'\. On the other hand, if'\ is very small, it is easily seen that equations 

(A.5) approximate equations (A.3) which describe the Taylor's series approximation 

method (Bevington, 1969) 

The Levenberg-Marquadt Algorithm follows: 

(1) choose a value for .\ (0.001 say) 

(2) make an initial guess for the set of fitting parameters aj 

(3) calculate X2 for the initial guess. That is x2(aj) 

(4) solve equations (A.3) with the modification of equation (A.5) for Saj as shown 

in equation (A.4) 

(5) calculate x2(aj + Saj) where aj + Saj is the updated value of the parameters. 

(6) Ifx2(aj + Saj) > x2(aj), increase .\ by a factor of 10 and go back to step (4) 

using new value of .\ and old values of a j. 

(7) H x2(aj + Saj) < x2(aj), decrease .\ by a factor of 10, consider aj = aj + Saj 

to be the new starting point and return to step (4) subtituting aj for aj and using 

the new value of .\. 
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(8) Once the acceptable minima of aj have been reached, that is, when the conver

gence criterion has been met, set ..\ = 0 and compute solution (A.4) which is the 

covariance matrix of the fitted parameters aj. 
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Appendix B 



APPENDIX B.I 

LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAM FOR NEUTRON TWIN CORRELATION 

WRTTEN BY 

JOE OMOJOLA 

DECLARE FUNCTION PBFN (a, G, S, K, T) 
DECLARE SUB DERIVE (XIO, it, al 0, NTERMS%, DERIVI () 
DECLARE SUB DERIVN (XI 0, it, al 0, NTERMS%, DERIVI 0) 
DECLARE SUB CHISQR (NFREE%, NPTS%, YI 0, YFITI (), WEIGHTI (), CSQ) 
DECLARE SUB WEIGHTS (NPTS%, MODE, VI (), WEIGHTI (» 
DECLARE SUB MATINV (NORDER%, ARRAYAl (), BETAI (), DELTAAIO) 
DECLARE SUB LEVMQT (NTERMS%, NPTS%, NFREE%, XI (), YI 0, YFITI 0, 

WEIGHTI (), CSQ, al 0, AOO, SIGMAAI 0, FLAMDA, 
DERIVO,DELTAAO) 

1 ______________________________________________________________ _ 

, SAVE"A:BABTRGlS.BAS",A 
1 ______ -----------------------------------------------_________ _ 

NB% = 2000: 'dimension of yeNS) vector , 
DIM X (2000) , Y(2000) , YF IT (2000) , a (10) , A0(10) , SIGMAA(10) 
DIM JTEMP%(IO) , ITEMP%(IO) , B(10) , ALPHA (10, 10), ARRAY (10, 10) 
DIM DERIV(IO), BETA (10) , T(10) , WEIGHT(2000) , DELTAA(10) , 
INPUT "Enter Filename for data input "; FIS 
INPUT "Enter Fi lename for data output "; FO$ 
OPEN FI$ FOR INPUT AS #1 

INPUT #1, VEeT 
INPUT #1, JUNK 

m% .. 0 
FOR i% .. 2 TO NB% 

INPUT #1, f 
IF (i% .. 2) THEN d .. SQR(f): GOTO 30 
IF (f < d ~ 2 - 4 * d OR f > d ~ 2 + 4 * d) THEN 50 
d '" SQR(f) 

30 m% a m% + 1 
X (m%) = «2 * i% - 1) * .5 * VECT + .5) * .000001: 

time interval (secs.) 
Y (m%) .. f 

50 NEXT i% 
CLOSE #1 
NPTS% .. m% , 
FLAMDA" .001: CSQ ~ 0 
INPUT "Choose Mode: ( -1,0,+1) "; MODE 
INPUT "How many parameters would you like to fit "; NTERMS% 
NFREE% • NPTS% - NTERMS%: 'degrees of freedom 
I 
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FOR J% c I TO NTERMS%: I Supply initial guesses for fitting parameters 
PRINT "enter initial guess for A("; J%: 11)11; : INPUT a (J%) 

NEXT J% 
I 

CALL WEIGHTS (NPTS%. MODE. Y(). WEIGHT(»: 1 obtain weights. 
I 

LPRINT TAB(S); 
LPRINT 
LPR I NT TAB (S) : 
LPRINT 
LPR I NT TAB (S) ; 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
I 

II Input F i Ie: "; F I S 

"DATE : ": DATES; TAB (0): II 

"No. of data points'" "; NPTS%; 01 

T I:: X (1): A I I:: a (1): A2 .. a (2): A3 ... a (3) 
I 

a(4) :: Y(I) / PBFN(AI. A2. A3. I, T): 
I Initial guess for 4th. parameter 

TIME 

MODE 

• It. . . 
&:I II. • 

TIMES 

MODE 

IT I:: 0: I Initialize counter for number of iterations 
LPRINT "IT# Lamda Chi"'2 A(l) A (2) AO) 

A (4) 01 

LPRINT 
LPRINT USING "H# H.HHHH........ H.#HHH........ HH.HH#H .......... HH.HHH# .. ., .. ., 

HH • H#HH........ HH • ###H## ......... II; IT. F LAMDA, CSQ. a (1) • 
a (2). a 0). a (4) 

PRINT USING "#H H.H#HH........ H.H#HH........ HH.HHHH.......... #H.HHHH ......... 
#H.#HHH ......... ##.H##HHH ........ II; IT. FLAMDA. CSQ. a(I). 

a (2), a (3). a (4) 
130 IT c: IT + I: CNS .. II ":1 Update Iteration count & convergence indicator 

CALL LEVMQT(NTERMS%. NPTS%, NFREE%. xO. YO. VFITO. WEIGHTO. 
CSQ. aO. AOO. SIGMAAO. FLAMDA. DERIVO. DELTAAO): 
call Levenberg-Marquardt procedure 

LPRINT 
LPRINT USING "HH H.#HHH........ #.#H#H .......... HH.HHH# ......... #H.H#H# ...... ., 

##.HHH# ........ #H.###H#H .......... II; IT. FLAMDA, CSQ. a(I). 
a (2). a 0), a (4) 

PRINT USING II#H H.H#HH........ #.##H#.......... HH.HH#H......... ##.H#HH ......... 
HH.###H ........... HH.H#H#HH ......... II; IT. FLAMDA. CSQ. a(I). 

IF (IT> 60) THEN PRINT "Fail 
FOR J% • ITO NTERMS% 

a (2), a (3). a (4) 
to converge in 60 Iterations": STOP 

IF (ABS ( (a (J%) - AD (J%» / AD (J%» > . 000 I) THEN CNS a "N II 
NEXT J% 
IF (CNS • "N II) THEN 130 
a I f III a (I): gam ... a (2): s i g • a (3): kay • a (4) 
FLAMDA a 0: CALL LEVMQT(NTERMS%, NPTS%, NFREE%, XO. V(). YFIT(). 

WEIGHT(), CSQ, aO. AO(), SIGMAAO. FLAMDA. 
DERIV(), DELTAA(»: I call .... 

.••• Levenberg-Marquardt with lamda~O to obtain std. dev. of parameters. 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
LPRINT II 

LPRINT 
LPRINT 01 

LPRINT 
I 

Uncertaintles ll 

IF (MODE <> 0) THEN 140 



FOR i% c I TO NTERMS% 
LPRINT USING II II 
LPRINT 

".""",..,..,..,..,11; i %. S I GMAA (i %) fc SQR (CSQ) 

NEXT i% 
GOTO ISO , 

140 FOR i% c I TO NTERMS% 
LPRINT USING II II 
LPRINT 
NEXT i% 

150 LPRINT 
LPRINT 

1# . ##"#,,..,..,..,..,11 ; i %. S I GMAA (i %) 

LPRINT TAB(5); II TI ME II; TIMES , 
BET'" .007: NUB a 2.473: NU2 '" 4.864 
DC '" NU2 / (NUB'" 2): ' Diven constant 
LAM" .000054: ' neutron generation time , 
OPEN FOS FOR OUTPUT AS #2 

WRITE #2. II 
WRITE #2. 
WRITE #2. II 
WRITE #2. 
WRITE 12. 

Input File II, F IS 

Date II OATES 

WRITE #2, 11 ______________________________________________________ " 

WRITE #2, IIALPHA (sec"'-I) 
WRITE #2. 
WRITE #2, IIGAMMA 
WRITE 12, 
WRITE #2, IISIGMA 
WRITE #2, 

.. II , 

c II , 

= II , 

alf 

gam 

sig 

WRITE 12, IICONST. .. ". kay WRITE #2, " ______________________________________________________ " 

WRITE #2, 
WRITE #2. 
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WRITE #2, IICount Rate (sec"'-l) 
WRITE 12, 

c II , alf*sig*(gam"'2-1)/2 

WRITE 12. IIPrompt react ivi ty 
WRITE #2. 
WRITE 12. IIPrompt reactivity (S) 
WRITE #2. 
WRITE #2. IISource strength (sec..,-l) 
WRITE #2, 

= ", -I '* alf fc LAM 

.. II , 

.. II , 

-I *a I ffcLAM/BET 

sig*NUB*DC/LAM 

WRITE #2, IIDetector efficiency (cnt./fission) '" ", (a1f fc LAM)"'2 fc 
(gam"'2-l) / (2*OC) 

WRITE #2. 
WRITE #2, 

CLOSE #2 

11 ___ - ___________________________________________________ " 

END 

SUB DERIVE (X(), it, a(), NTERMS%, DERIVO) 
,---------------------------------------------------------------------

, Analytical derivatives 

, A (1) -a I pha ; A (2) -gamma; A (3)·s i gma ; A (4) "cons t-, 
T· X(i%): AI .. a(1): G" a(2): S '" a(3): K '" a(4) 
E .. EXP (-A I !Ii: G 'Ie T)· 
Sl .. (G + I) + (G - I) * E 
Tl '" (G + I) .., 2 - (G - I) .., 2 * E 



PO = EXP'(-S '* «G - 1) '* Al * T + 2 * LOG(TI / (4 * G»» 
ST = (2 * S I / T 1) ., 2 
SE .. I + 2 * G ., 2 * E / (S * SI * SI) 
SIA .. -G '* T '* (G - I) * E 
SIG a I + E - Al '* T * (G - I) '* E 
Tl A .. G 'I! T * (G - I) ., 2 'Ie E 
TIG .. 2 * (G + I) - 2 * (G - I) '* E + Al * T 'Ie (G - I) ., 2 '* E 
POA .. PO '* (-S * (~ - I) * T + 2 '* TIA / TI» 
POGI .. Al '* T + 2 * (4 'Ie G 'Ie TIG - 4 * TI) / (4 '* G '* TI) 
POG .. PO '* (-S) 'Ie POGI 
POSIG = -PO '* «G - I) 'Ie Al 'Ie T + 2 '* LOG(TI / (4 'Ie G») 
STA .. 4 * (Tl * S I A - S 1 Ie T I A) / (T I ., 2) 
STG .. 4 'Ie (TI 'Ie SIG - SI * TIG) / (TI ., 2) 
SEA = 2 * G ., 2 'Ie E 'Ie (-G 'Ie T 'Ie SI ., 2 - 2 'Ie SIA) / (S 'Ie SI ., 4) 
SEGAMI a 2 '* G - AI * T 'Ie G ., 2 
SEGAM = 2 * E * (SI ., 2 'Ie SEGAMI - 2 'Ie G ., 2 'Ie SIG) / (S * SI ., 4) 
SES .. -2 '* G ., 2 '* E / «S 'Ie S 1) ., 2} 
PBA .. K * (POA '* ST '* SE + PO 'Ie STA '* SE + PO * ST * SEA) 
PBG .. K '* (POG * ST '* SE + PO * STG '* SE + PO * ST * SEGAM) 
PBS .. K * (POSIG '* ST * SE + PO '* ST 'Ie SES) 
PBK" PBFN(AI, G, S, K, T) / K 
1 

DERIV(I) = PBA: 1 derivative w.r.t. alpha 
DERIV(2) = PBG: 1 derivative w.r.t. gamma 
DERIV(3) = PBS: 1 derivative w.r.t. sigma 
DERIV(4) = PBK: 1 derivative w.r.t. const. 

1 ___________________________________________________________________ _ 

END SUB 

SUB LEVMQT (NTERMS%, NPTS%, NFREE%, X(), Y(), YFITO, WEIGHT(), CSQ, 
aO, AOO, SIGMAAO, FLAMDA, DERIVO, OELTAAO) 

1 ______ ----------------------------------------------- _________________ _ 

FOR J% .. I TO NTERMS%: 1 Initialize Alpha & Beta matrices 
BETA (J%) = 0 
FOR K% = I TO J% 

ALPHA(J%, K%) = 0 
NEXT K% 

NEXT J% 
1 

FOR i% .. I TO NPTS% 
T .. X (i %) : 1 time interval 
W .. WE I GHT (i %) 
1 

CALL DERIVE(XO, it, aO, NTERMS%, DERIVO}:' Derivative evaluation 
1 

YF .. PBFN (a (l), a (2), a (3), a (4), T) 
1 

FOR J% .. I TO NTERMS%: 1 Fill in elements of Alpha & Beta matrices 
BETA (J%) .. BETA(J%) + W '* (Y(i%) - YF) 'Ie DERIV(J%) 
FOR K% .. I TO J% 

ALPHA(J%. K%) .. ALPHA(J%. K%) + W 'Ie DERIV(J%) '* DERIV(K%) 
NEXT K% 

NEXT J% 
NEXT i% 
1 

FOR J% .. I TO NTERMS%: 1 Fi I I in symmetric entries of Alpha matrix 
FOR K% .. I TO J% 

ALPHA (K%. J%) .. ALPHA (J%, K%) 
NEXT K% 

NEXT J% 
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FOR L% c I TO NPTS% 
T c X(L%): I time interval 
YFIT(L%) c PBFN(a(1). a(2). a (3) • a(4), T) 

NEXT L% 
I 

CALL CHISQR(NFREE%. NPTS%. YO. YFIT(). WEIGHTO. CSQ):I chi-square SUB. 
CH I SQI c CSQ 
I 

Enter components of matrix to be inverted 

170 FOR J% c 1 TO NTERMS% 
FOR K% .. I TO NTERMS% 

ARRAY (J%. K%) = ALPHA (J%, K%) 
NEXT K% 
ARRAY (J%. J%) = (1 + FLAMDA) * ALPHA(J%. J%): 'Alter diagonal elements 

NEXT J% 
I 

CALL MATINV(NTERMS%. ARRAY(). BETA() , DELTAAO): I matrix inversion SUB. 

IF (FLAMDA" 0) THEN 180: I On convergence, obtain std. deviations. 
FOR J% .. I TO NTERMS%: 'Determine new parameters[ B=A+DELTAA ] 

B (J%) c a (J%) 
FOR K% c I TO NTERMS% 

B(J%) .. B(J%) + .3 'Ie DELTAA(J%) 
NEXT K% 

NEXT J% 
I 

FOR J% = I TO NTERMS% 
AO(J%) c a (J%) : a(J%) .. B(J%): I Temporary storage for old parameters 

NEXT J% 
I 

FOR L% .. I TO NPTS% 
T = X(L%): I time interval 
YFIT(L%) c PBFN(B(l). B(2), B(3), B(4). T) 

NEXT L% 
I 

CALL CHISQR(NFREE%. NPTS%. yO, YFIT(). WEIGHTO, CSQ): 'chi-sq. @A+DELTAA 
CHISQ2 .. CSQ 
I 

... compare successive chi-square values. If old < new •.•• 
..• increase lamda by a factor of 10 and redo 

••. previous calculations with new lamda but 
.•• old values of A 

IF (CHISQI < CHISQ2) THEN FOR J% • 1 TO NTERMS%: a(J%) - AO(J%): NEXT J% 
IF (CHISQI < CHISQ2) THEN FLAMDA ~ 10 * FLAMDA: GOTO 170 
I 

'else if new <- old. accept A+DELTAA as the new value of A 
180 FOR J% • I TO NTERMS% 

a (J%) .. B (J%) 
SIGMAA(J%) ~ SQR(ARRAY(J%. J%»: 'calct. std. dev. for parameters 

NEXT J% 
FLAMDA c FLAMDA / 10: 'Decrease lamda by a factor of 10 

1 ______________________________________________________________________ _ 

END SUB 

FUNCTION PBFN (a, G, S, K, T) 
1 ______ ----------------------------------------------- _________________ _ 

E .. EXP(-a * G 'Ie T) 



S I = (G + I) + (G - I) '" E 
Tl = (G + I) ~ 2 - (G - I) ~ 2 * E 
PO = EXP (-S * «G - J) * a '" T + 2 * LOG (Tl / (4 '" G»» 
ST = (2 * S I / T l) ~ 2 
SE = I + 2 * G ~ 2 * E / (5 * 51 * 51) 
PBFN = K * PO * 5T * 5E 
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1 ______________________________________________________________________ _ 

END FUNCTION 



APPENDIX B.2 

LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAM FOR NEUTRON TRIPLET CORRELATION 

WRITTEtl BV 

JOE OMOJOLA 

DECLARE FUNCTION PBFN (R, S, K, U, V) 
DECLARE SUB LEVMQT (NTERMS%, NPTS%, NFREE%, XII 0, X21 0, VIO, 

YFITI (), WEIGHT! 0, CSQ, al 0, AOO, SIGMAAI 0, 
FLAMDA, DER/VO, DELTAAO) 

DECLARE SUB DERIVE (XII (), X21 0, 1%, al 0, NTERMS%, DERIVIO) 
DECLARE SUB DER/VN (XII (), X21 0, 1%, al 0, NTERMS%, DERIVI 0) 
DECLARE SUB CH I SQR (NFREE%, NPTS%, V I 0, VF I TI 0, WE I GHT I 0, CSQ) 
DECLARE SUB WEIGHTS (NPTS%, MODE, VI 0, WEIGHTI 0) 
DECLARE SUB MATI NV (NORDER%, ARRAVA I 0, BETA I 0, DELTAA I 0) 1 ____________________________________________________________ _ 

1 SAVE"A:FURUSUB.BAS",A 
1 ______ ----------------------------------------------- _______ _ 

NB% = 80: 'dimension of B(NB,NB) matrix 
LT% = 7396 

DIM XI (LT%) , X2(lT%), V (LT%) , VFIT(lT%), a(IO), AO(IO), SIGMAA(IO) 
DIM JTEMP%(IO) , ITEMP%(IO) , B(IO), AlPHA(IO, 10), ARRAV(JO, 10) 
DIM DER/V(IO), BETA{IO), T(IO),WEIGHT(lT%), DElTAA(IO) 
1 

'DEFDBl A-D, F, S 
1 

INPUT "Enter Filename for data input "; FIS 
INPUT "Enter Filename for data output "; FOS 
INPUT "Count Rate (cnts./sec.) = "; CR 
OPEN FIS FOR INPUT AS #1 

INPUT # I, NAMES 
INPUT # I, SCALE 
LO% a I: HI% a NB%: M% • 0 
FOR 1% ~ I TO NB% 

FOR L% a I TO NB% 
INPUT #1, B 
IF «/% .. lOt OR l% • LO%) OR (1% = HI% OR l% = H/%» 

THEN 1666 
IF 1% < 15 THEN GOTO 1666 
M% - M% + I 
XI(M%) • «2 * 1% - I) * .5 * SCALE + .5) * .000001: 

1st. time interval (sec.) 
X2(M%) .. «2 * l% - I) * .5 * SCALE + .5) fr .000001: 

2nd. time interval (sec.) 
V (M%) • B: 

1666 NEXT L% 
I frequency 

NEXT 1% 
CLOSE #1 
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NPTS% .. M%: PR I NT "NPTS%, Y (NPTS%) .. ": NPTS%: Y (NPTS%) 

FLAMDA a .001: CSQ" 0 
INPUT "Choose Mode: (-1,0,+1 ": MODE 
INPUT "How many parameters would you like to fit ": NTERMS% 
NFREE% a NPTS% - NTERMS%: 'degrees of freedom , 
FOR J% = I TO NTERMS%: 'Supply initial guesses for fitting parameters 

PRINT "enter initial guess for A(": J%: ")"; : INPUT a (J%) 
NEXT J% , 

CALL WEIGHTS (NPTS%, MODE. Y(), WEIGHTO): 'obtain weights. 

LPR I NT TAB (S) i 
LPRINT 

" I n pu t F i Ie: "; F I S 

LPR I NT TAB (S) i 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
LPRINT TAB(S); 
LPRINT 
LPRINT 
LPRINT , 

"DATE: ": DATES: TABOO):" TIME 

"No. of data points .. ": NPTS%: " MODE 

TI = XI(J): T2" X2(J): Al = a(I): A2 .. a(2) 

a (3) = V(I) / PBFN(AI, A2, I, TI. T2): 
Initial guess for 3rd. parameter 

": TIMES 

.. ": MODE 

IT = 0: 'Initial ize counter for number of iterations 
LPRINT "IT# Lamda Chi"'2 A(J) A(2) AO)" 
LPRINT 
LPRINT USING "## #.####..,..,..,.., #.HH#H"'''''''''' #H.HHHH..,"'",,,, HH.HHHH"'''''''''' 

H# . #U#U..,..,..,.., " : IT, F LAMDA, CSQ, a (J). a (2), a (3) 
PRINT USING "H# H.####"'''''''''' H.HHH#"'''''''''' HII.HH#H.., .. ..,.., HH.HHH#"'''''''''' 

## • #HH#"'",,,,,,,": IT. FLAMDA. CSQ, a (1), a (2), a (3) 
PRINT "TIME" ": TIMES 

2400 IT = IT + I: CNS .. " ":' Update iteration count & convergence indicator 
CALL LEVMQT(NTERMS%, NPTS%, NFREE%. XI O. X20. yO, YFIT(). 

WEIGHTO, CSQ. a(), ADO. SIGMAAO. FLAMDA, DERIVO, 
DELTAAO): ' call Levenberg-Marquardt procedure 

LPRINT 
LPRINT USING "#H H.H#H#..,"",,,, H.HHHH"''''''''' #H.HHHH"'''''''''' HH.HH#H"'''''''' 

#H.####..,""'''''': IT. FLAMDA. CSQ, a(J), a(2), a (3) 
PRINT USING "## H.#H##",,,,,,,,, H.HHHH"'''''''''' H#.HHHH"'''''''''' HH.HHH#"'''''''''' 

H# .#I#U..,..,.,..,,,: 'T, F LAMDA, CSQ. a (1). a (2), a (3) 
PRINT "TIME" ": TIMES 
IF (IT > 50) THEN PRINT "Fail to converge in SO iterations": STOP 
FOR J% .. 1 TO NTERMS% 

IF (ABS ( (a (J%) - AO (J%» / AO (J%» > .000 I) THEN eNS .. "N" 
NEXT J% 
IF (CNS .. "N") THEN 2400 
rho" a(J): src .. a(2): kay .. a(3) 
FLAMDA .. 0: CALL LEVMQT(NTERMS%, NPTS%, NFREE%, XI 0, X20, YO. 

YFIT(). WEIGHT(), CSQ, a(). AOO, SIGMAAO, 
FLAMDA, DERIV(), DELTAA(»: I call .... 

•••• Levenberg-Marquardt with lamda-O to obtain std. dev. 

LPRINT 
LPRINT 

of parameters. 
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LPRINT 
LPRINT " 
LPRINT 
LPRINT " 
LPRINT 
1 

Uncertainties" 

sig-A(i)" 

IF (MODE <> 0) THEN 2670 
FOR 1% = 1 TO NTERMS% 

LPRINT USING II ## #11.11111111#11#.,.,.,.,11: 1%, SIGMAA(I%) * SQR(CSQ) 
LPRINT 

NEXT 1% 
GOTO 2702 
1 

2670 FOR 1% = 1 TO NTERMS% 
L PR I NT US I NG II #11 1111. ##1111#11#.,.,.,.,11 : 1%, S I GMAA (I %) 
LPRINT 

NEXT 1% 
2702 LPRINT 

LPRINT 
LPRINT TAB (5); II TIME "; TIME$ 

BET = .007: NUB a 2.473: NU2 0:: 4.864 
DC = NU2 I (NUB" 2): 1 Diven constant 
LAM = .000041: 1 neutron generation time 
1 

OPEN FOS FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
WRITE 112, II 

WR I TE 112, 
Input F i 1 e ", FIS 

WR I TE 112, II Date ", DATES 
WR I TE 112, 
WRITE 112, 
WRITE 112, "---------------------------------------------------" 
WR I TE 112, "react i v i ty 
WRITE 112, 
WRITE 112, "source strength (sec.-l) 
WRITE 112, 

0:: II , 

c: II, 

rho 

src 

WR I TE 112, "cons t. .. ", kay 
WRITE 112, 11---------------------------------------------------" 
WRITE 112, 
WR I TE 112, "Count Rate (sec"-l) 
WR I TE 112, 
WRITE 112, "Prompt reactivity 
WRITE #2, 
WRITE 112, "Prompt reactivi ty ($) 
WR I TE 112, 
WRITE 112, "Detector efficiency (cnt./fission) 

a II 

• II 

.. II 

a II 

, CR 

, rho - BET 

, (rho - BET) 

, CR*NUB*ABS 

I 

(rho-BET) /src 
WRITE 112, 
WR I TE #2, 11----------------------------------------------------II 

CLOSE 112 
END 

SUB DERIVE (XI (), X2(), 1%, a(), NTERMS%, DERIV(» 
1 ______ ----------------------------------------------- ___________ _ 

1 Analytical derivatives 

1 A(I)areactivity : A(2)-source : A(3)-const. 

U a XI (I %): V lIZ X2 (I %): R • a (I): S - a (2): K • a (3) 
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BET = .007: NUB = 2.473: NU2 = 4.864: NU3 = 7.302 
LAM = 41 * .000001: 'neutron generation time in seconds. 
ALPHA = (BET - R) / LAM 
BR = BET - R: Rl = 1 - R 
FO = S ~ 2 * LAM ~ 2 / (BR ~ 2 * Rl ~ 2) 
Fl = LAM * NU2 * S / (2 * NUB * BR ~ 2) 
F2 = NU2 ~ 2 * Rl / (2 * NUB ~ 2 * BR ~ 2) 
F3 = NU3 * Rl / (3 * NUB * BR) , 
ETI ~ EXP(-ALPHA * U): ET2 = EXP(-ALPHA * V) 
E2 = EXP(-ALPHA * (U + V» 
El - ETI + E2 + ET2 
E3 - EXP(-ALPHA * (2 * U + V» , 
FOR" 2 * S ~ 2 * LAM ~ 2 * (Rl + BR) / (BR ~ 3 * RI ~ 3) 
FOS a 2 * S * LAM ~ 2 / (BR ~ 2 * Rl ~ 2) 
FIR = S * LAM * NU2 / (NUB * BR ~ 3) 
FIS = LAM * NU2 / (2 * NUB * BR ~ 2) 
F2R = NU2 ~ 2 * (-BR + 2 * Rl) / (2 * NUB ~ 2 * BR ~ 3) 
F2S a 0 
F3R = -NU3 * (BR - Rl) / (3 * NUB * BR ~ 2) 
F3S = 0 
EIR a (U * ETI + (U + V) * E2 + V * ET2) I LAM 
E2R = (U + V) * E2 / LAM 
E3R = (2 * U + V) * E3 I LAM 
PBR = K*(FOR + F1R*El + Fl*E1R + F2R*E2 + F2*E2R + F3R*E3 + F3*E3R) 
PBS = K * (FOS + FIS * El) 
PBK = PBFN(R, S, K, u, V) I K , 
DERIV(l) = PBR: 'derivative w.r.t. reactivity 
DERIV(2) = PBS: 'derivative w.r.t. source 
DERIV(3) = PBK: 'derivative w.r.t. const. 
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,-------------------------------------------------------------------
END SUB 

SUB LEVMQT (NTERMS%, NPTS%, NFREE%, XI 0, X2(), vO, YFITO, WEIGHTO, 
CSQ, aO, AOO, SIGMAAO, FLAMDA, DERIVO, DELTAAO) 

,-------------------------------------------------------------------
FOR J% = 1 TO NTERHS%: , Initialize Alpha & Beta matrices 

BETA (J%) .. 0 
. FOR K% D 1 TO J% 

ALPHA (J%, K%) a 0 
NEXT K% 

NEXT J% , 
FOR 1% D 1 TO NPTS% 

T1 .. Xl (1%) : '1st. time interval 
'2nd. time interval T2"X2(1%): 

W .. WE I GHT ( I %) 

CALL DERIVE(Xl(), X20, 1%, a(), NTERMS%, DERIVO): 
Derivative evaluation 

YF • PBFN(a(1), a(2), a(J), TI, T2) 

FOR J% • 1 TO NTERMS%: ' Fi II in elements of Alpha & Beta matrices 
BETA (J%) .. BETA(J%) + W * (V(I%) - VF) * DERIV(J%) 
FOR K% .. 1 TO J% 

ALPHA(J%, K%) a ALPHA(J%, K%) + W * OERIV(J%) * DERIV(K%) 



3250 

NEXT K% 
NEXT J% 

NEXT 1% , 
FOR J%" I TO NTERMS%: 'Fill in symmetric entries of Alpha matrix 

FOR K% co I TO J% 
ALPHA (K%. J%) = ALPHA(J%. K%) 

NEXT K% 
NEXT J% , 
FOR L% .. I TO NPTS% 

TI a XI (L%): ' 1st. time interval 
T2 .. X2(L%): ' 2nd. time interval 
YF IT (L%) .. PBFN (a (I). a (2), a (3), T1, T2) 

NEXT L% , 
CALL CHISQR(NFREE%, NPTS%. yO, YFITO, WEIGHTO, CSQ): 
, chi-square SUB. 
CHISQI co CSQ , 

Enter components of matrix to be inverted 

FOR J% = I TO NTERMS% 
FOR K% .. I TO NTERMS% 

ARRAY (J%, K%) .. AlPHA(J%. K%) 
NEXT K% 
ARRAY (J%. J%) = (I + FLAMOA) 'Ie ALPHA (J%, J%): 

Alter diagonal elements 
NEXT J% , 
CALL MATINV(NTERMS%, ARRAY 0 , BETAO, DELTAAO): 
, matrix inversion SUB. 

IF (FLAMDA = 0) THEN 3540:' On convergence, obtain std. deviations. 
FOR J% .. I TO NTERMS%: 'Determine new parameters[ B=A+DELTAA ] 

B (J%) .. a (J%) 
FOR K% .. I TO NTERMS% 

B (J%) co B (J%) + .2 'it DEL TAA (J%) 
NEXT K% 

NEXT J% , 
FOR J% co I TO NTERMS% 

AO (J%) I: a (J%): a (J%) so B (J%) : 
, Temporary storage for old parameters 

NEXT J% 
I 

FOR L% so I TO NPTS% 
TI = XI (L%): ' 1st. time interval 
T2 .. X2(L%): ' 2nd. time interval 
YF IT (L%) .. PBFN (B (J), B (2), B (3), T I, T2) 

NEXT L% 
I 

CALL CHISQR(NFREE%, NPTS%. yO, YFITO, WEIGHTO. CSQ): 
I chi-sq. @ A+OELTAA 
CHISQ2 .. CSQ , 

... compare successive chi-square values. If old < new .... 
..• increase lamda by a factor of 10 and redo 

..• previous calculations with new lamda but 
... old values of A 
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IF (CHISQI < CHISQ2) THEN FOR J% ~ I TO NTERMS%: a(J%) = AO{J%) :NEXT J% 
IF (CHISQI < CHISQ2) THEN FLAMDA a 10 * FLAMDA: GOTO 3250 , 
'else if new <~ old, accept A+DELTAA as the new value of A 

3540 FOR J% = I TO NTERMS% 
a (J%) = B (J%) 
IF (ARRAY {J%, J%) < 0) THEN PRINT "Negative array element 

ARRAY ("; J%; J%; ") = "; ARRAY (J%, J%) 
SIGMAA(J%) = SQR(ARRAY(J%, J%»: 
, calct. std. dev. for parameters 

NEXT J% 
FLAMDA = FLAMDA / 10: 'Decrease lamda by a factor of 10 

,------------------------------------------------------------------
END SUB 

FUNCTION PBFN (R, S, K, U, V) 
._-----------------------------------------------------------------
BET = .007: NUB = 2.473: NU2 = 4.864: NU3 = 7.302 
LAM = 41 fc .000001: 'neutron generation time in seconds. 
ALPHA = (BET - R) / LAM 
BR = BET - R: Rl u I - R 
FO = S ~ 2 * LAM ~ 2 / (BR ~ 2 * RI ~ 2) 
Fl = LAM fc NU2 * S / (2 fc NUB * BR ~ 2) 
F2 = NU2 ~ 2 fc RI / (2 fc NUB ~ 2 * BR ~ 2) 
F3 = NU3 fc RI / (3 * NUB * BR) 

El = EXP{-ALPHA * U) + EXP{-ALPHA * (U + V» + EXP(-ALPHA * V) 
E2 = EXP (-ALPHA it (U + V» 
E3 = EXP{-ALPHA it (2 it U + V» 
I 

PBFN = K fc (Fa + Fl * EI + F2 * E2 + F3 * E3) 
1 ______ ----------------------------------------------- ____________ _ 

END FUNCTION 
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APPENDIX B.3 

COMMON SUBROUTINES FOR BOTH THE TWIN AND TRIPLET LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAMS 

WRITTEN BY 

JOE OMOJOLA 

SUB CHISQR (NFREE%, NPTS%, yO, YFITO, WEIGHTO, CSQ) 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------

CHISQ = 0 
IF NFREE% <= 0 THEN CSQ = 0: GOTO 190 
FOR l% = I TO NPTS% , 

W c WE I GHT (L%) 
YF = YF IT (L%) , 
CHISQ = CHISQ + W * (Y(L%) - YF) * (Y(L%) - YF) 

NEXT L% 
CSQ = CHISQ / NFREE%: 'Divide by # of degrees of freedom 

190 ' 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------
END SUB 

SUB OERIVN (XO, i%, a(), NTERMS%, DERIVO) 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------

, Numerical derivatives , 
FOR J% c I TO NTERMS% 

AJ = a (J%) 
DELTA = .0005 * a (J%) 
a(J%) = AJ + DELTA 
YPLUS = PBFN (a (I), a (2), a (3), a (4), X (i%» 
a (J%) a AJ - DELTA 
YMINUS" PBFN(a(J), a(2), a (3) , a(4), x{i%» 
DERIV(J%) a (YPLUS - YMINUS) / (2 * DELTA) 

NEXT J% 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------
END SUB 

SUB MATINV (NORDER%, ARRAY(), BETA 0 , DELTAA(» 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------

DET = I 
FOR K% = I TO NORDER% , 

Find largest element ARRAY(I,J) in rest of matrix 

AMAX .. 0 
200 FOR i% .. K% TO NORDER% 

FOR J% a K% TO NORDER% 
C • ABS(AMAX) - ABS(ARRAY(i%, J%» 
IF C > 0 THEN 210 



AMAX = ARRAY(i%, J%): ITEMP%(K%) = it: JTEMP%(K%) = J% 
210 NEXT J% 

NEXT i% 
I 

Interchange rows & columns to put AMAX in ARRAY (K,K) 

IF AMAX <> 0 THEN 220 
OET = 0: GOTO 310 

220 i% = ITEMP%(K%) 
IF i% < K% THEN 200 
IF i% = K% THEN 230 
FOR J% = I TO NOROER% 

TEMP = ARRAY(K%, J%): ARRAY (K%, J%) a ARRAY(i%, J%) 
ARRAY(i%, J%) a -TEMP 

NEXT J% 
230 J% a JTEMP%(K%) 

IF J% < K% THEN 200 
IF J% = K% THEN 2~0 
FOR i% c 1 TO NORDER% 

TEMP = ARRAV(i%, K%): ARRAY (i%, K%) a ARRAY(i%, J%) 
ARRAY(i%, J%) a -TEMP 

NEXT i% 
I 

I Accumulate elements of inverse matrix 
I 

240 FOR i% a 1 TO NOROER% 
IF i% • K% THEN 250 
ARRAY(i%, K%) • -(ARRAY(i%. K%) / AMAX) 

250 NEXT i% 
FOR i% m 1 TO NORDER% 

IF i% = K% THEN 270 
FOR J% = I TO NOROER% 

IF J% a K% THEN 260 
ARRAY(i%, J%) c ARRAY(i%, J%) + ARRAY (i%, K%) * ARRAY (K%, J%) 

260 NEXT J% 
270 NEXT i% 

FOR J% c 1 TO NOROER% 
IF J% a K% THEN 280 
ARRAY (K%, J%) a ARRAY(K%, J%) / AMAX 

280 NEXT J% 
ARRAY (K%. K%) a 1 / AMAX: OET • OET * AMAX 

NEXT K% 
I 

I Restore ordering of matrix 
I 

FOR LTEMP% • I TO NORDER% 
K% - NORDER% - LTEMP% + 1: J% • ITEMP%(K%) 
IF J% <- K% THEN 290 
FOR i% - 1 TO NOROER% 

TEMP • ARRAY(i%, K%): ARRAY(i%, K%) a -ARRAY(i%, J%) 
ARRAY(i%, J%) • TEMP 

NEXT i% 
290 i% • JTEMP%(K%): IF i% <- K% THEN 300 

FOR J% - 1 TO NORDER% 
TEMP • ARRAY(K%, J%): ARRAY (K%, J%) • -ARRAY(i%, J%) 
ARRAY(i%, J%) - TEMP 

NEXT J% 
ARRAY (i%, J%) - TEMP 

300 NEXT LTEMP% 
I 
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1 Calculate parameters 
1 

FOR i% = I TO NORDER% 
suMU a 0 
FOR J% a 1 TO NORDER% 

suMU a suM# + BETA(J%) * ARRAY(i%. J%) 
NEXT J% 
DELTAA(i%) = suM# 

NEXT i% 
310 1 1 ______________________________________________________________________ _ 

END SUB 

SUB WEIGHTS (NPTS%. MODE. Y(). WEIGHT(» 
1 ______ -----------------------------------------------_________________ _ 

FOR i% = 1 TO NPTS% 
IF MODE >= 0 THEN WEIGHT(i%) = I: GOTO 160 
IF Y(i%) < 0 THEN WEIGHT(i%) a 1 I (-Y(i%»: GOTO 160 
IF Y(i%) a 0 THEN WEIGHT(i%) = I: GOTO 160 
WEIGHT(i%) = 1 I Y(i%) 

160 NEXT i~ 
1 ______ ----------------------------------------------- _________________ _ 
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APPENDIX B.4 

COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARD EFFICIENCY PROGRAM 

WRITTEN BY 

JOE OMOJOLA 

I SAVEIIA:MATSUM.BASII,A 
I sum the components of collected data matrix and check count rate 

NB%=80 

DIM B (NPTS%) 
INPUT lI en ter scaler count rate (cps) : IIjSC 
INPUT lIenter counting time in minutes II jT 
INPUT lI en ter input f i I ename II; F I S 

OPEN FI$ FOR INPUT AS #1 

SUM=O 
FOR 1%=1 TO NB% 
FOR L%=I TO NB% 

INPUT #1, N 
SUM = SUM + N 

NEXT L% 
NEXT 1% 

CLOSE #1 

CR=SUM/ (60*T) I computer board count rate 
I 

LPRINT IIFilename 
LPRINT IICounting time (min.) 
LPRINT IISca ler countrate (cps) 
LPRINT IITotal counts expected 
LPRINT IITotal collected counts 
LPR I NT IIComputer board countrate (cps) 
LPRINT IIComputer board efficiency 

II jFI$ : LPRINT : LPRINT 
... II jT : LPRINT : LPRINT 
I: IIjSC : LPRINT : LPRINT 
... lI;sc*T*60 :LPRINT : LPRINT 
= II;SUM : LPRINT : LPRINT 
c II j CR : LPRINT : LPRINT 
I: II jCR/SC : LPRINT : LPRINT 
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APPENDIX B.5 

TIME INTERVAL INTERFACE BOARD PROGRAM 

WRITTEN BY 

VERNON W. HULL 

100 

{ This Program Reads The Input From An Expansion Board Installed } 
{ In The Computer. The Board Stores The Time Between Input Pulses, } 
{ In Microseconds. This Program Reads The Information And Stores The } 
{ Information In A Matrix And A Vector. The Information Can Be Stored} 
{ In One Of Three Different Ways. The Data Can Be Stored Using The } 
{ Furuhashi Method, The Oragt Method Or A Modified Dragl Method. The } 
{ Two Dimensional Array Is An 80 By 80 Array Of Real Numbers. The } 
{ Information Is Also Stored In A Vector Of 2000 Integers. } 

program joe(input,output); 

I abe I 1,2,3,4,5.6,7,8,9, 10, II , 12. 13, 14, 15; 

type 
array80x80 
array2000 
string20 .. 

= array[I..80,1..80] of real; 
= array[I .. 2001] of integer; 
string[20]; 

var 
vector: array2000; 
plots: array2000; 
counts: array80x80; 
i,j,w.x,y.z: integer; 
r: rea I; 
xl,yh integer; 
tl,t2.t3.t4,t5,t6.t7.t8.t9: integer; 
of I: tex t; 
of2: text; 
ofnl: string20; 
ofn2: string20; 
fact: integer; 
maxcount: real; 
mincount: real; 
scale: real: 
a.b: real; 
max I: rea I ; 
minI: real; 
stopper: boolean; 
ch: char; 
vec t: integer; 
method: string20: 



{ ---------------------------------------------------------------- } 
{ This Function Is The Main Menu For The System. This Wi I I Display} 
{ The Menu On The Screen And Prompt For An Entry. When A Valid Key} 
{ Is Pre~sed, The Function Will Return That Character. } 
{ ---------------------------------------------------------------- } 

function menu: char; 

var 
ch: char; 

begin 
textmode; 
ch:=' I; 
clrscr; 
writeln(' MATRIX AND VECTOR ' ); 
wr'teln(' A - Take Data Using Furuhashi ' IS Distribution ' ); 
wr teln; 
wr teln(' MATRIX ONLY ' ); 
wr teln(' D - Take Data Using Furuhashi"s Distribution ' ); 
wr teln {I 
wr teln(' G - Read Data From Disk 
wr te I n (I 
wr i te In (I 
wr i te I n (I 
wr i te I n (I 
wr i te I n (I 
wr i te I n (I 
repeat 

EXPANDED DISPLAY ROUTINES ' ); 
L - Plot A Single Row From The Matrix'); 
M - Plot AI I Rows From The Matrix ' ); 
N - Plot The Added Columns Of The Matrix ' ); 
o - Plot The Vector ' ) ; 

read (kbd, ch) ; 
until «ch>='A') and (ch<='Q'» or «ch>='a ' ) and (ch<::'q'»; 
menu:=ch; 

end; 

{ -------------------------------------------------------------- } 
{ This Procedure Places The Hash Marks On The Vertical Axis That} 
{ Correspond To A Semi-Log Plot. } 
{ -------------------------------------------------------------- } 

procedure vertical (scale:real ;maxl ,minI :real); 
var 

w,x,y,z: integer; 
v: rea I; 

begin 
for z:-I to trunc(ln(maxl/minl)/ln(IO» do begin 

v:"O. I; 
for w:-I to z do v:-v*IO; 
for y: 0: I to 10 do beg i n 

for x:-I to (IO-y) do begin 
~ lot (I 8 - x , t run c (l 75 - s c a I e * I n (y *v) / I n ( I 0» ,wh i t e) ; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
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{ ----------------------------------------------------------- } 
{ This Is The Beginning Of The Main Program. } 
{ ----------------------------------------------------------- } 

begin 
clrscr: 
writeln('lnitializing System •••••• Please Stand By'): 
ofnl :=' I: 
ofnl:=": 
method:.",: 
stopper:cfalse: 
for x:=1 to 80 do begin 

for y:al to 80 do begin 
counts[x,y] :=1: 

end: 
end: 
for x: c 1 to 2000 do vector [x] :"1: 
repeat 

ch:cmenu: 
case ch of 

I a I, I A I begin 
clrscr: 
if «method<>IFuruhashi ' ) and (ofnl<>"» then 
begin 

sound (1000) : 
delay (JOOO) : 
nosound: 
writeln: 
writeln(' Previous Data Was Taken Using The' 

method, I Method I): 
write(' Do You Wish To Proceed 7 I): 
ch :=' I: 
repeat 

read (kbd, ch) : 
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unti I «ch"'n ' ) or (ch='N') or (ch"'y') or (ch='Y'»: 
if «ch= I n ,) or (chc I N '» then goto I: 

end: 

if «ofnl=") and (ofnlc " » then begin 
write('Enter Name Of Output File For I): 
write('80 X 80 Array : '): 
read I n (ofn 1) : 
writeln: 
write('Enter Name Of Output File For I); 
write('Frequency Vector: '): 
readln(ofn2) : 
writeln: 
write('Enter Scaling Factor For The Array: '): 
re.adln(fact) ; 
write('Enter Scaling Factor For The Vector: '): 
readln (vect) ; 
method: .. IFuruhashi I: 

end: 
clrscr; 
write('Press Return To Begin Counting ' ): 
readln: 
clrscr: 
writeln: 
writeln(IReading Data Using Furuhashi "s Distribution ' ); 
writeln: 



I: 

writeln: 
write{'Counting In Progress •..•..•.... ' ); 
writeln{'Press Any Key To Stop.'): 
repeat 

2: aport[$04EI]: 
unt i I (2<>0): 
x:=abs(256*port[$04E5]+port[$04E9]) : 
2: a port[$04EO]; 
if «x/fact) <80) then tl: .. trunc(x/fact) else tl:=79: 
repeat 

2: apor t [$04E 1] : 
unt i 1 (2<>0): . 
x: mabs(256*port[$04E5]+port[$04E9]) : 
2:-port[$04EO]: 
if «x/fact) <80) then t2: a trunc(x/faet) else t2:-=79: 
repeat 

repeat 
2:=port[$04E I]: 

unt i 1 (2<>0): 
x:=abs(256*port[$04E5]+port[$04E9]) : 
2:=port[$04EO] : 
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if «x/faet) <80) then t3:=trune(x/faet) else t3:=79; 
if (t2+t3) <80 then t4: -=t2+t3 else t4: =79: 
if (tl+t2)<80 then t5: a tl+t2 else t5:=79: 
eounts[tl+l,t4+1]:=eounts[tl+l,t4+1]+I: 
counts[t5+I,t3+1]:aeounts[t5+I,t3+1]+I: 
eounts[t2+I,t3+1]:aeounts[t2+I,t3+1]+I: 
t 1 :-=t2: 
t2:-=t3: 
if {(x/vee t) <2001) then vee tor [trune (x/vee t) + I] : = 

veetor[trune(x/veet)+I]+I; 
until keypressed: 
elrser: 
writeln('Storing Information .... Please Stand By.'); 
assign(ofl ,ofnl): 
rewr i te (of 1) : 
wr i te I n (of I, 'Furuhash i ') : 
wr i te I n (of 1 , f ae t) : 
for y:=1 to 80 do begin 

for x:al to 80 do begin 
writeln(ofl,eounts[x,y]) : 

end: 
end: 
e lose (of I) : 
assign(of2,ofn2) : 
rewr i te (of 2) : 
writeln(of2,veet) : 
for x:-I to 2000 do writeln(of2,veetor[x]): 
elose{of2): 
writeln(' Information Storage Complete. '): 

end: 

begin 
elrser: 
if «method<>'Furuhashi ') and (ofnl<>"» then 
begin 

sound(IOOO) ; 
delay(IOOO) ; 
nosound: 
writeln: 



writeln(' Previous Data Was Taken Using The' 
method,' Method '): 

write(' Do You Wish To Proceed 1 '): 
ch:=' ': 
repeat 

read (kbd, ch) : 
unti I ((ch='n') or (ch='N') or (ch=' Y') or (ch='Y'»: 
if ((ch= 'n') or (cha ' N'» then goto 4: 

end: 

if (ofnl=") then begin 
write('Enter Name Of Output File For '): 
write('80 X 80 Array : '): 
readln(ofnl) : 
writeln: 
write('Enter Seal ing Factor '): 
read I n (fact) : 
method:='Furuhashi' : 

end: 
clrscr: 
write('Press Return To Begin Counting'): 
readln: 
clrscr: 
writeln; 
writeln('Reading Data Using Furuhashi' 's Distribution'); 
writeln: 
writeln: 
write('Counting In Progress •.••••.•••• ·): 
writeln('Press Any Key To Stop.'): 
repeat 

z: =por t [$04E 1] : 
unt i I (z<>O): 
x:=abs(256*port[$04E5]+port[$04E9]) : 
z:=port($04EO] i 
if ((x/fact)<80) then tl:atrunc(x/fact) else tl:=79: 
repeat 

z: =por t [$04E 1] : 
unt i I (z<>O): 
x: aabs(256*port[$04E5)+port[$04E9) : 
z:aport[$04ED) : 
if ((x/fact) <80) then t2:<=trunc(x/fact) else t2:=79; 
repeat 

repeat 
z:cport[$04E 1]: 

unt i I (z<>O): 
x:-abs(256*port[$04E5)+port[$04E9) : 
z:-port[$04ED] : 
if ((x/fact)<80) then t3:-trunc(x/fact) else t3:<=79: 
if (t2+t3) <80 then t4: =t2+t3 else t4: =79: 
if (tl+t2)<80 then t5:&:tl+t2 else t5:=79: 
counts[tl+l,t4+1):=counts[tl+l,t4+1]+I; 
counts[t5+1, t3+1) :-counts[t5+1, t3+1]+I: 
counts[t2+1,t3+1]:-counts[t2+1,t3+1]+I; 
t I : .. t2; 
t2:o::t3: 

unti I keypressed: 

clrscr: 
writeln('Storing Information .••• Please Stand By.'); 
assign(ofl,ofnl) i 
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4: 

Igl, IG I 

I II , I L I 

rewr i te (of J) : 
wr i te I n (of I, I Furuhash i I) : 
writeln(ofl,fact) : 
for y:=1 to 80 do begin 

for x:=1 to 80 do begin 
writeln(ofl,counts[x,y]) : 

end: 
end: 
close(ofl): 
writeln('lnformation Storage Complete. I): 

end: 

begin 
clrscr: 
writeln: 
write('Enter The Name Of The 100 X 100 Array I): 
wr i te (' F i I e To Read : I): 
readln(ofnl) : 
writeln: 
write('Enter The Name Of The Vector File To Read I); 
read I n (ofn2) : 
writeln: 
writeln; 
write('Reading Information From Disk ........ I); 
writeln('Please Stand By'); 
if (ofnl<>") then begin 

assign(ofl,ofnl) : 
reset (of I) ; 
readln(ofl,method) ; 
read I n (of I, fact) ; 
for y:=1 to 80 do begin 

for x:=1 to 80 do begin 
readln(ofl,counts[x,y]) ; 

end; 
end; 
close(ofl): 

end: 
if (ofn2<>") then begin 

assign(of2,ofn2) ; 
reset (of2) : 
readln(of2,vect) ; 
for x:=1 to 2000 do readln(of2,vector[x]); 
read 1 n (of2, fac t) ; 
close (of2) : 

end: 
end: 

begin 
clrscr; 
write('Enter The Row Number You Wish To Plot 
readln(xl): 
wr i te I n (I Stand By •••••••• I) ; 
maxcount:-I: 
for x:=1 to 79 do begin 

if (counts[x,xl]>maxcount) then 
maxcount:-counts[x,xl]: 

end: 
maxl:-l0*trun(maxcount/l0+1) : 
mincount:-l.0el0: 
for x:=l to 79 do begin 

I) : 
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II: 

Iml.IM' 

if (counts [x, x I] <m i ncount) then 
mincount:=counts[x,xl]: 

end: 
if mincount<1 then mincount:=I: 
minl:=IO*trunc(mincount/IO) : 
if minl<1 then minl:=I: 
sca Ie: cabs (150/ (I n (max I /m in I) / I n (10) ) ) : 
clrscr: 
graphmode; 
graphbackground(O) ; 
for x:=1 to 300 do plot(J9+x,I75,green): 
for x:=25 to 175 do plot(I9,x,green); 
for x:aO to 10 do begin 

for y:cl75 to ISO do begin 
plot (I9+x*30,y,blue); 

end: 
end: 
vertical (scale,maxl ,minI): 
y:=xl: 
for x:=1 to 79 do begin 

if (counts[x,y]=O) then a:=O 
else a:cln(counts[x,y]/minl): 
b:=ln(10) ; 
plot (19+ (x*3) , trunc (I 75-sca I e*a/b) ,wh i tel ; 
if keypressed then goto II; 

end; 
repeat until keypressed: 

end: 

begin 
clrscr: 
writeln: 
write(IEnter Starting Row '): 
readln(j) ; 
wr i te (I Enter Endi ng Row ') : 
readln (j) : 
clrscr: 
wr i te In (' Stand By •••.• ') : 
maxcount:al; 
for x:=1 to 79 do begin 

for y:=i to j do begin 
if (counts[x,y]>maxcount) then 

maxcount:-counts[x,y]; 
end: 

end: 
maxl:alO*trunc(maxcount/IO+I) ; 
mincount:cl.OelO; 
for x:=1 to 79 do begin 

for y:ci to j do begin 
if (counts[x,y]<mincount) then 

mincount:-counts[x,y]: 
end: 

end: 
if mincount<I then mincount:al; 
minl:alO*trunc(mincount/IO) : 
if minl<I then minl:-I; 
scale:-abs(I50/(ln(maxl/minl)/ln(IO») : 
graphmode: 
graphbackground(O) ; 
for x:"1 to 300 do plot (19+x, 175,green): 
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12: 

'n', 'N' 

13: 

for x:=25 to 175 do plot(19,x,green): 
for x:=O to 10 do begin 

for y:=175 to 180 do begin 
plot(19+xn30,y,blue) : 

end: 
end: 
vertical (scale,maxl ,minI): 
for y:=i to j do begin 

for x:al to 79 do begin 
if (counts[x,y]-O) then a:=O 
else a:=ln(counts[x,y]/minl): 
b:-ln(10); 

plot (19+ (x*3) ,trunc (175-sca lena/b) ,wh i te) ; 
if keypressed then goto 12: 

end; 
end: 
repeat until keypressed; 
end; 

begin 
clrscr; 
wr i te In (' Stand By ••••• '); 
maxcount:::I: 
for x:::1 to 79 do begin 

r:=O: 
for y:=1 to 79 do r:ar+counts[x,y]: 
if (r>maxcount) then maxcount: =r; 

end: 
maxl:=trunc(maxcount/l00+1) : 
max I: = 100'~max I: 
mincount:=I.OeIO: 
for x:=1 to 79 do begin 

rIcO: 
for y:=1 to 79 do r:ar+counts[x,y]: 
if (r<m i ncount) then m i ncount: =r; 

end: 
if mincount<1 then mincount:=I: 
minl: a I0*trunc(mincount/l0) ; 
if minl<1 then minl: .. I; 
seal e:=abs (1501 (In (max I/mi nJ) lIn (10))) : 
graphmode; 
graphbackground(O) ; 
for x:=1 to 300 do plot(19+x,175,green); 
for x:-25 to 175 do plot(19,x,green); 
for x:"O to 10 do begin 

for y:a175 to 180 do begin 
plot(19+x*30,y,blue) : 

end; 
end; 
vertical (scale,maxl,minl): 
for x:::1 to 79 do begin 

rIcO; 
for y:ml to 79 do r:-r+counts[x,y]; 
if (r-O) then a:aO else a:-In(r/minl); 
b:-ln(10); 
plot(19+(x*3) ,trunc(175-scale*a/b) ,white): 
if keypressed then goto 13; 

end; 
repeat unti I keypressed: 

end; 
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14 : 

15: 

'0', '0' begin 
maxcount:=I: 
for y:=1 to 2000 do 

if (vector [y]>maxcount) then maxcount:=vector[y]; 
maxl:=IO*trunc(maxcount/IO+I) : 
mincount:=I.OeIO: 
for y:=1 to 2000 do 

if (vector [y]<mi ncount) then mincount:=vector[y]; 
if mincount=O then mincount:=I; 
minl:=IO*trunc(mincount/IO) ; 
if minl<1 then minI :=1; 
sca Ie: =abs (150/ (I n (max I /m in I) / I n (10) ) ) : 
graphmode; 
graphbackground(O) : 
for x:o::l to 300 do plot (19+x, 175,green) ; 
for x:=25 to 175 do plot (19,x,green) : 
for x:=O to 10 do begin 

for y:o::175 to 180 do begin 
plot(19+x*30,y,blue) ; 

end; 
end: 
vertical (scale,maxl ,minI); 
for y:o::l to 2000 do begin 

plot (20+trunc(y*0. 15) ,trunc(175-scale*ln(vector[y]/ 
min 1) / In (10) ) ,wh i tel : 

if keypressed then goto 14; 
end; 
repeat unti I keypressed; 

end; 

'p', 'P' begin 
clrscr; 
for x:=1 to 2000 do plots[x]:=l: 
graphmode: 
graphbackground (0) ; 
for x:=1 to 300 do plot (19+x, 175,green): 
for x:=25 to 175 do plot(19,x,green); 
for x:=O to 10 do begin 

for y:-175 to 180 do begin 
plot(19+x*30,y,blue) ; 

end; 
end; 

for x:=1 to 2000 do 
plot (20+trunc (x/3) , trunc (174-60*ln (plots[x]) /Ir, (Wj) ,blue); 

repeat 
repeat 

z:"port[$04E I]: 
unt i I (z<>O); 
x: "abs (256"'port [$04E S]+port [$04E9]) i 
z:-port[$04ED]: 
if (x<1800) then begin 

plots[x]:aplots[x]+I: 
plot (20+trunc (x/3) ,trunc(174-60*ln(plots[x]-I)/ln(10» ,black); 
plot (20+trunc (x/3) , trunc (174-60*ln (plots[x]) /In (10» ,blue); 

end: 

end: 

x: a l ; 
until keypressed; 

end: 
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unti I «ch='Q') or (ch='q')); 
textmode; 

end. 
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Appendix C 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARD 
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